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1ENGLISH IN THE COMMERCIAL CURRICULUM OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Historical Background
’’Secondary education should he determined hy the needs
of the society to he served, the character o^ the individuals
to he educated, and the knowledge of educational theory and
practice available.”*- The acceptance or this statement
furnishes the just if icat ion of English in the commercial
curriculum of secondary schools. A study of tv e history of
the secondary school in America will reveal tv e fact that the
public high school and its curriculum is the result of three
hundred years of adjustment and readjustment of secondary
education to meet the needs of society and the character of
the individuals to he served.
For centuries before the English settlement of America,
Latin had been the universal medium of o^^l and written speech
in Europe. Most Frenchmen, Germans, and Englishmen snoke or
rrote Latin to some kmee. On account of its wide-soread use
even shopkeepers needed to employ it in oral or written
language. As so much knowledge was contained ir hooks written
in Latin, schoolmasters came to place emphasis or a mastering
of the language.
•vi- ’’Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education” Bulletin,
1918, No. 35, Dent, of the Interior, Bureau of Education
’7a sh. in g t, on
,
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Latin grammar schools were established in large numbers on
the Continent and throughout the British Isles. Consequently,
it was natural that the early Engl : sh settlers of America
who had resided near these schools or had attended then should
transplant this tyoe of school to America.
In 1635, the first Latin grammar school in America was
established in Boston. Many others were established in
Massachusetts, where it had its greatest development, and in
the other Me 11/ England colonies. Schools of this type were
not so plentiful in the middle Atlantic States, and especially
in the South, as a Latin Curriculum was not of service to the
commercial interests early developed in these localities. As
the Latin Grammar school in Boston was established to prepare
boys for Harvard College, a good idea of its curriculum can be
gleaned from sri examination of the entrance requirements of
Harvard College at that time. In 1642 these requirements read
’’When any Scholar is able to understand Tully, or such like
classicall Latine Authore extempore, and make and speake two
Latine in Verse and Prose, suo ut aiunt Marte: and decline
perfectly the Paradigm’s of Nounes and Verbes in the Greek
tongue: Let him then and not before be capable of admission
unto the Colledge.”
ft Prom a pamphlet ’’New England First Fruits”, quoted by
Douglass, A. A., ’’Secondary Education”. Houston
Mifflin Cn. ]- PP7 ^o 5-6
.-
,
'
.
,
.
.
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3The characteristics of thi3 type of secondary school
which dominated education in America for more than 150 years,
or until after the American Revolution may be stated briefly
as follows: firstly, it was solely a hoys’ school: secondly,
it ./as designed for hoys of superior native talent : ad thirdly,
it nreoared for professional life or magistracies.
The s pcond important development in secondary education in
-America was the academy movement. The Latin grammar schools
with their limited classical curriculums were intended nrimarily
to prepare hoys for college. By the middle of the eighteenth
century it became evident to many persons in .America that the
Latin grammar school was unsuited to contemporary needs and
that a broader form of education was needed.
The reaction against the narrow classicism of the Latin
grammar school found an enthusiastic proponent in Benjamin
Franklin who published the plan of an academy in 1749.
Generally considered the fi^st academy in America, the
ft
Publick’T
Academy in the City of Philadelphia began its instruction in 1751
with its three departments: the Latin School, the English School,
and the Mathematics School. In Massachusetts the academy
movement had its beginning in the opening of Bummer Academy
in South Byfield in 1763 and the Philli )s Academy at Andover
in 1773. By the year 1800 there were seventeen academies in
Massachusetts and by the year of the opening of the first
public high school there were thirty-six academies in this
state, outnumbering by far the remaining Latin grammar schools.
In the year 1850 there were approximately 6000 of this type
of school distributed widely throughout the United States.

4The founders of ;he academy intended that this school
should do more than simply prepare hoys for college. Courses
of study in the academy were designed to prepare pupils for
the changed conditions of life and society and to fit them for
whatever kind of life they intended to pursue. This aim of
Franklin and other pioneers in the academy movement ”is also
manifest in the Constitution proposed by the founders of the
Phillips Academy at Andover wherein the aim is stated to bet
’to lay the foundation of a public free school or ACADEMY for
the purposes of instructing Youth, not only in English and
Latin, Grammar, Writing, Arithmetic, and those Sciences where-
in they are commonly taught; but more especially to learn them
the GREAT END AND REAL BUSINESS OF LIVING it is again
declared that the first and principal object of this Institution
is the promotion of TRUE PIETY and VIRTUE; the second, in-
struction in the English, Latin and Greek Languages, together
with Writing, Arithmetic, Music, and the Art of Speaking; the
third, practical Geometry, Logic, and Geography: and the fourth,
such other liberal Arts and Sciences or Languages, as opportunity
and ability may hereafter admit, and as the TRUSTEES shall
direct.’” *
* Inglis, A., "Principles of Secondary Education" Houghton
Mufflin Go., Boston, 1918 p. 1*78
..
,
,
.
.
.
.
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5The curricula of the acsdemy, as s rule, consisted of
the following subjects: English, part iculariy grammar, nnnpo-
sition, and pub lie speaking nr declamation ; French; tv c
elenents of arithmetic
,
slg^bry
,
and. geometry? astronomy and
natural philosophy: music and drawing; and history. That tv r
curriculum expended is evident from t v e ** ct that in the year
183 r7, the list of subjects reported by the academies to the
Regents o-'* t^e University of New York, specifically enumerates
seventy-two subjects (pot including fire kinds of legal studies
classified together under the heading of law) . Popular demand
largely determined the program of studies in the academies and
seminaries .
Some of the significant characteristics of the academy
were: firstly, English was given a prominent piece ir the
curricula ; secondly, secondary education was established for
girls (some academies were co-educahional right from their es-
tablishment); thirdly, curricula provided for the education of
more th or those intending to enter college: fourthly, entire
course was usually throe veers ir length, divided into terms of
eleven, twelve
,
or thirteen weeks each • fifthly, pupils enrolled
•nd withdrew at their convenience; sixthly, the elective system
prevailed in fact, if not in name; seventhly, the^e was little
or no standardization of work; end eighthly, pupils finished
the courses knowing a little about a number of studies, but
without a wj.de knowledge of any one of them.
..
,
6.
The third important development in second Ty education in
America was the public hip-h school movement. Tv is was
inaugurated with tPe est ahli shmerf of tv ^ first higv school i,n
America
,
in Boston in 1821. Called at first "The English Class-
ical High School”, its name was changed to ’’English High School"
and was so called from 1824 until 1832. In t>at year its origin.-*!
name was restored only to be changed in the following year, 1833,
when the name "English High School" was formally adopted. The
aim of the advocates of this type of school is indicated in tv e
report of the suh- committee w'Meh Pad Peon appointed to consider
th» question of its establishment: " 1 Tv e mode of education now
adopted. and the hr inches of hnowied.ge that are taug 1 t at our
English gramme-" schools a-^e not sufficiently extorsive non
otherwise calculated to bring t^e powers of tPe mind into opera-
tion nor to qualify a youth to fill usefully and. respectably
many of the stations, both public and privat*, in wPich Pe may
be placed. A parent who wishes to give a child ».n education •
t.h»t shell fit bin for active life, and sPal] serve as p founda-
tion for eminence in ^is profession, whether mercantile or
mechanical, is under the necessity of giving Mr; a different
education from any wh i ch our public schools can now furnish
•
Hence, many children are separated from their parent s and sent
to private academies in this vicinity, to acquire that in stnpci ion
which o annot he obtained at the public s e m ir -i r i e s’". *”*
^"Report of the Suh -Committee " quoted ip "Catalogue of the English
High School", Boston, 1880. Quoted by Inglis, A. in "Principles
of Secondary Education" Houghton Mufflin Co., Boston, 1018
pp. 185-186
-.
7While the academy provided a more liberal education than
the La t in Grammar School, it is to he noted Mat, •not.her
function of nub lie secondary education was conceived in the
training of a boy "for eminerce in Ms profession, whether
mercantile or mechanical”. How this type o<* school attempted
to achieve this aim may he seen from the first course of study
in this school: "First class: composition; reading from the
most approved authors; exercises in criticism, comprising critical
analyses of the languao-e, grammar, and style of the best English
authors, their errors and beauties; Declamation; Geography;
Arithmetic continued. "Second cl ss; composition, heading.
Exercises in criticism. Declamation; Algebra-; Ancient and Modern
History and chronology; Logic; Geometry; plane trigonometry
,
and
it's applications to mensuration of heights and distances;
navigation; Surveying; Mensuration of Surface and Solids; Forensic
Discussions. "Third class: composition; Exercises ir criticism;
Declamation; Mathematics; Logic: History, particularly that of
the United States; Natural philosophy, including Astronomy;
Moral and Political Philosophy" .
*
An examination of this curriculum reveals that it was
distinctly non-classical in character, thus differentiating it
from the curriculum of the academy. The start in "Vocational
education" was furthered in the course of study for 1823-1884
when bookkeeping "by single and double entry" and other studies
were added.
Mb id pn. 186-187
'
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The* real b re: inn irg of the high-school movement came with
the enactment of a law by the State of M» ssnc^usftt a ‘'•eauiring
the establishment of this type of school in ’’every city, town,
or district, containing five hundred families or household »rs".
T e high school, which fairly early in its history became co-
e due at i or cl, grew slowly in numbers u.n un+’il the Oi^il War period.
Until the middle of the last h ilf* of the nineteenth century the
academy dominated the field secondary education in America.
It is difficult to trice t.v e growth of* the public v igh school
from t e establishment in 1821 of the first high school until
1889-1890 when the "Heports o f the United States Commissioner
of Education” began to give some ^ a t a . ’’Commissioner Harris
estimated the number of high schools in nD^rHinn in the United
States in 18^0 at about 160 and those in operation in 1880 at
about 800”.-::- Prom 1890 tv e growth of the public high school
cap be shown from the number of schools reporting to the Bureau
of Education:#
2c Inglis, A. ’’Principles of Secondary Education” o. 194 minting
figures of Harris. W. T. "dhe Growth of the "Public ui gh Schools
in the United States ”, ’’Proceedings of the National Education
Association” (1901). p. 194
•^Statistics of Public T-Tigh Schools". 1927-1998, "Bulletin, 1929
No. 35 U. S. Dept, of the Interior p. 18
'.
.
[ ,1
Time Pub lie High School s Reporting
1890 2,626
1900 6,005
1910 10,913
1920 14 , 326
1926 17,710
1928 18,116
Among the causes of the development of the high school
two given by Davis are properly mentioned here:
1. "The breaking down of tbe old a pprent ic e sh ip system
and t^e tendency to utilize the high school fnr the nurposes
of nre vocation 1 1 and vocational education,
2, The advancement of women into innumerable walks of
professional
,
technical, commercial, and industrial life and.
the necessity for preparing themselves 'hr their newly found
work often done by aid of tbe high school"
In the development of the high school there was a conflict
between two exponents: namely, those that thought, that the high
school should do more of tv e work of the college, and those who,
shortly after the Civil War
,
thought that the high school should
cater more to the needs of business and provide more practical
subjects. The high schools net this dilemma by providing parallel
sKDavis
,
0., "Our Evolving Figb School Curriculum" World
Book Company. Yonkers-on-Hudson
,
N, Y. p. 32
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courses or curricula. As a result nr indefinite number of
curricula were advertised. At spuroxin at.ely l°oo n^y schools
adopted the ’’free-elective ” principle, prescribing for all pupils
a limited number of so-called ’’constants” units and perr itting
nearly unrestrained pupil election of studies hevond those.*
After ten years of trial of this plan a return was rode to the
end
idea of election by curricula the commercial curriculum was
introduced into high sc ools to provide for thos* pupils who
desired s training that would fit ti er for position s ir the
world of business. It should rn+ he overlooked t.v at fairly early
in. its history tv ff h i ;rV> school lost its strictly non-classical
character and became a college preparatory soh^nl as wpl] as a
non-college preparatory school.
ENGLISH IN THE HISTORY OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
The development of English in the history of secondary
education in America and its recognition as a commercial subject
provide an interesting study which would rot be out of place
here. In the Latin Grammar Schools no provisior is noted for
the study of the English language or literature. Little ofker
than Latin or Greek was deemed necessary for pupils ir the' field
of languages . It has been shown that one of the aims of the
academy was to prepare pupils for their life work by providing
Tjrp^rst ior ir English study, but ”it was not until dissatis-
faction ir Farvsrd College with the duality of expression used
$:- Davis, C. 0., ”0ur Evolving High School Curriculum” World
Book Company, Yonker-on -Hudson , N. Y. 1927 0.35”
-
11
hy the students led that institution to reorire preparation in
comrosit ion tv ;it °ry sort, of English study received mict sttenti on
in the academies excent English p'mrr'ir'
1
,^ Un until n^ar the close
of the nineteenth century the study of English in secondary schools
was formal end. pedantic. . Parsing. word analysis, memorizing of
definitions ’nd such were considered, excellent means of mental
discipline. School authorities believed that learning to he
effective must he hard and disagreeable. It w^s not. until 186°
end 1870 tba J the requirement for admission to TTg^v.'^d was
called ’’English". -In 1873-74 the requirement in English included
correct spelling, punctuating and expression. In 1873-74 the
requirement was as follows:
"English Composition. Each candidate will hp reouired to write
a s
1 ort English composition, correct in spelling, punctuation,
grammar
,
and expression
,
the subject to ho t ateen .from such works
of standard aut as shall hr announced, from time to time,
mho suh iect for 1874 ’ r ill ho taker from ope of* the following works
;
Shakespeare * s ’Tempest ’
,
’Julius Oaessr ’
,
end ’Merchant of Ver ice ’
:
Goldsmith ’ s ’Vicar of Wakefield’; Scott’s ’ivanhoe’, nrd ’ Lay
of the Last Minstrel ’ The example set by Harvard was followed
hy other colleges end herein began the reign of college entrance
requirements. The work began hy Harvard led in time to the
*• ’’Reorganization of English in Secondary Schools". Bulletin,
p. 11
1017 TIo. 2 Dept, of Interior, Bureau of Education, Washington, D.O.
#"Fe organization n f English in Secondary Schools", Bulletin, 191"
Ho. 2 quoted from "TwentyYears of School and College English”
Appendix
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creation of the commission of New England Colleges op Adrift.-, lop
Exarin ft t iop ft . The oust or- of prescribing certain masterpieces of
English literature as the basis of tests ir writing was followed
and becnwe firmly established. Ir 1R94 Yale University intro-
duce d. o new idea, tv e knowledge of literary masterpieces for
their own sake. The New England Commission favorably considered
this pew element in 1895 and it in a short time became general.
The National Council of Education, a subsidiary of t^e National
Education Association, after a discussion or secop dsr;,r education
appointed the first National Committee, "Committee op Secondary
School Studies’’, generally called "The Committee of Ten”. It.
was almost inevitable that the report of this committee which
appeared in 1893 would emphasize the organization of Englisv
courses of study in secondary . schools along t^e lines of
preparation for college, for eight of the ten men or ty e
committee represented colleges and private secondary school*.
”Th ey imaged that the curriculum of the high school should be
based, primarily upon college preparation. They condemned, the
general oust or in American h i-gh schools of 1 preparing separate
courses of study for pupils of supposed different destinations’
and said that ’the principles laid down by the conferences will
rake for a great simplification in secondary- school programs 1
Closely following the report of The Committee of Ten there was
45- ’’The twenty-sixth Yearbook of the Nations! Society for the
Study of Education”, Public School Publishing Co., Bloom-
ington, Illinois. 1986 p. 40
,
13
formed The National Conference on Uniform Ertrar ce Feouiremert
s
n i #
in English. Xv'i3 organization bolted t v e door or the reading
materials of the high school curriculur for n»rily twenty years.
Some of t>e princirles that this organization stood for* were
examination based uoon reading of rast^ ‘nieces of English liter-
ature and the minute dissection of classical literacy nieces.
Wb i 1 e progressive teachers were at no time satisfied with
uniform entrance requirements and the stranglehold that the
colleges h .d upon the cunriculum of the hip-v school, no formal
orotests were made until l q07. In that year nnd’the two follow-
ing years New York State and New York City Associations of English
Teachers at their annual meetings voiced their discontent. A
national movement for reform was launched by public-school people
at the meeting of the National Education Association a -1" Boston
in July 1910. 1’he fight for the liberalizing of the English
curriculum was carried on very effectively by the National Coun-
cil of Tench ers of English and the Secondary Depri^tmerts of tv e
National Education Association. As a result the National Educa-
tion Association created The Commission on the Reorganization of
Secondary Education. Growing out of tMs came t v, e National Joint
Committee on English formed by joining the English Department of
this commission with the new committee or College Entrance Feouire
m.cnts in English. Tv is National Joint Committee or English,
composed practically altogether of public school workers end under
the chairmanship of Professor James P. Fosic held several meetings
in 1912 and 1914
„')'' ' **"'
r
1 ' ,L '.
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Having: altogether a different view-point from previous
committees the renort of this committee wh i ch wa s published
in 1917 considered the needs of pupils rather t v an college
entrance retirement s . Aron^ other things tv e report included
jommendations on composition and Literal •
,
oral expression,
business English, and general reading. Although it recognized
the need of preparing pupils for college . the report was con-
ceived more with tv e development of ability to b^a d and write,
the appreciation of literature, and the writing of compositions
based upon the experiences of punils, real and vicarious, ^ather
than upon their study of literary masterpieces.
With t v e publishing of the report of this committee the
reign of college entrance retirements ended and a rew king
ascended the throne of curriculum making in American secondary
schools, the American child with his many and all important needs
*
15
MEANING OP BUSINESS ENGLISH
English in the commercial curriculum of secondary schools
is generally designated by the title Business English or
Commercial English. Such terminology is j 11 right if tte^e is
a proper understanding of tv e meaning of the terms. Business
English should not he interpreted as meaning that there is a
type of English peculiar to busiress. Tbe English of business
is no more than the English of common usage, notwithstanding
the fact that there are some who would imply tv at business men
employ a language entirely distinct from that used in other walks
of life. If such were the case then why rot speak of Doctor’s
English, Mechanic’s English
,
or Lawyer’s English. Those persons
engaged in the business world read the newspapers, novels in their
leisure time, send sales-letters to persons of all professions and
trades, and attend social affairs at which the guests are not
limited to those whose activities are confined to business. Since
people do not speak and write different hinds of English, there
is need for only one kind of English in the curriculum of
secondary schools.
Business English is used to designate the course of study
in English pursued by those pupils preparing for places in t>e
great world of business, from the humblest clerk to the president
of a billion dollar corporation. A study of tbe aims and
content of such a course of study will tend to make clear the
English in' the commercial curriculum of secondary schoolsmeaning of

16
MAJOR AIMS OF BUSINESS ENGLISH IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
An aim is an intention or- desiyn. As directness of nuroose
is emphasized in an aim, secondary education declines its in-
tentions when it est&hlishos sirs
. Tv ese sirs v **ve teen very
adequately formulated in ’’Cardinal Principles of Sec^nr>any
Education
”
,
Rulletin, 1018, No. 55, Department of ^v e Interior.
No curriculum of the secondary school should he orrsrized without
c ontrihut in y to the ra.ior airs of secondary education as stated
in this bulletin.
In order that directness of purpose ray he river to t>e
commercial curriculum, airs rust he established that ere in accord
with t^e ra.ior objectives of secondary education. Consequently,
English in the commercial curriculum rust establish its airs
,
keeoirr hefore it the airs of .secondarv education and tv e airs of
the commercial curriculum.*
Tv e airs of Businoss Errlish a^e of panarourt import an ce .
Until airs are established no one can determine wv at t>e content
of the course in Business English should he, -cor tv e airs serve
as a standard of measurement. Business English can include, on
exclude, course material by standing tv e material beside the aims
to see if this particular material contributes essentially or rot
to the airs. Havinr determined the content of the course in
Business English
,
methods of teaching this materia] can be adopted
and adapted in the liyht of the aims. It appears td'et the
necessity of aims in Business English is so obvious <as to neouire
Bus in ess Education in Secondary Schools”, Bulletin, 1919, No.
55, Department of the Interior, Bureau of Education. p. 90
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mo further dilation. TTovever, it must ' lized t> t the
determining of the proper aims of Business English is weighted
with the gravest responsibility.
In determining the aims of Business English several factors
must be taker into consideration. Most important of* these factors
is the underst nding of the activities of individuals in society,
for these activities should serve as the basis for the est iblish-
ment of aims and the making of a course of study. First of all,
a pupil is going to take part in municipal, state, and national
affairs, either directly or indirectly. Moreover v e is going to
participate in various civic organizations a vd projects. The
necessity of e^^niKg a livelihood, and the supporting of
dependents are goi ng to govern V'is vocatio 1 activities. Changed
industrial conditions which pnovide more hours for leisure will
provide muc Vi time for the exercise of ‘individual activities.
, The
consideration of these activities will reveal the basic, social,
civic, vocational, and individual needs and interests of
individuals in society. Therefore it is incumbent upon a course
of study to provide the necessary ore par t ion of pupils to be
citizens, workers, and individuals, and to determine its aims in
the light of the activities of individuals acting in these
capacities.
Aims rust be attainable, and can be attainable if the
business material for whom the aims are intended is kept in mind.
As there ^re few geniuses in secondary schools, it should be clear,
"That objectives should represent the best achievement possible
for the group, neither more nor less."*
* Sharp, Russell A., "Teaching English in High Schools," Bought on
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1924 P. 27
..
.
.
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In arriving at a decision or any imnont^nt question, the
expression of opinion of competent oerspns is of invaluable
assistance. Furthermore when th* jud j entsof the se persons
concur, the point of agreement would smo^ir ^o ^--ve vuman val-
idity. As this seers a logic >1 prerise, such n method is
followed here in determining the sirs of Business English,
In order* to disclose the points of agreement on what should
he the aims of English in the high school, an attempt is made
to company the aims of English in the high scv ool as set. ^o^th hy
Alexander Inglis, Pencival C'uhh
,
Clarence Stratton, Chanles
Swain Thomas, Russell A. Sharp, Leonard V. Koos, and the Committee
on Reorganization of Englisv in Secondary Schools. The
’ficulties encount • i this comparison are: firsij
have fonirulated onl y t v e m ,rr"or> ? ims , while others have established
major and minor aims: secondly, what one authority ha 3 expressed
in ore aim, mother hag covered b' r two or m^^e aims; thirdly,
a variety of terminology v as been used to express the same idea
or i^.eas of a very analogous r hu^e. T 1 at expression and
literature require separate aims is general! conceded by ed-
ucators, and is recognized hy tv e authorities whose aims are
compared ^ere
.
Consequently .separate s ts of aims for expression
and literature in Business English will he established..
..
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COMPARISON OF AIT'S
WFITTFN AND ORAL EXPFT5SSION
1. To tea oh puoils to write something that
displays th irking.
?, . To teach pupils to write.
3. To teach pupils to speak.
4. To train the pupil to receive impressions
intelligently; that is, to hear and to
read .
5. To develop the individual as a social being
by confronting ^ir with problems of social
c on t ent .
0. To awaken in the child ar interest ir
c or.rur i
t
j affairs.
7. For advanced classes, to develop an under-
standing and appreciation of the Mechanics
or technique of artistic -riting.
8. Ability to collect and organize material for
oral discourse.
9. Ability to read, aloud so as to convey writer’s
thought and. spirit.
10. Ability to analyze and present in outline form
the gist of a lecture or piece of literature.
11. Ability to plan and work out a clear, well-
ordered, and interesting report of some length.
If. Ability to write a short story or other hit
of imaginative composition in proper f'on for
publication or* dramatization
.
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13. To develop habits of accuracy in the
mechanics of written expression.
14, To correlate th» pupil’s ohs^rv-s t ion with
oral and written expression,
15, To cultivate the study;- of infornf f ion e 1
material,
16, To develop originality in t v e pupil’s compo-
sition work,
17. To cultivate appreciation of good diction.
18. ^o effect Vocational and moral guidance.
1°. To cultivate ^ahits of neatness in written
expression.
\
20. Ability to present with dignity and effective-
ness to 9 class, club, or other croup, material
already organized.
fgi# For t Vi ose of exceptional qualities, ability to
address or conduct a public meeting with dignity^^.
formality, but without stiffness or embarrassment,
fgg, Ability to loin in an informal discussion end con-
tribute one ’ s share of in form "b ion or opinion with-
out wandering from point rpi» being iiscoi rteous.
23. Ability to write a courteous letter,
24. Ability to write on first draft a clear and
readable paragraph, with coherence, unity end
emph a sis.
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LITERATURE
1. Apnreci« t ion *nd ev;l u'5 t ion.
P. . Knowledge of 1 it , -authors, wnrl's, ®tc.
3. Understanding of loading features of st,r>ncturf
and style of main literary types.
4* Skill in reading: cursory, c 1
,
consult" 4 lor.
5. Use of l,it era tur? to interpret and ' ,
6. prepare Tor after school life
,
social, personal
vocational
.
7. To convey to pupils the spiritual inheritance
of the race,
P. To train pupils to make worthy use of leisure
hy worthwhile r* ading,
°. To develop a r alization of fhr necessity of
mastering the literal and ccnnot stive penning
of literary selections,
10. To teach the ynlue of experience, real or
imaprined--that enables the pupils to enter
sympathetically into an alien situation.
11. ro tone'- pupils to see the complete artistic
design and. the dominant purpose of t>e m ! ' of ion
,
1?. To arouse tv e keenest intellectual response,
13 . To impr r t t e in r
14, To give such information a s is necessary to the
understanding of +v o ir t p-^eoursepf people of nr^rare
it tell
i
gen ce .
IB. To develop fh^ ^nwpr1 of r^i -hing ideas ope with
snnth r v ,
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16. T' 1 Kbit of weigh ing line h- line, th
e
pussies of special sifrn.ificfl.rce
,
while reading
otV'f’-p pnvts or tip boob but once.
r
T7 , Should evoke . discipline, and nutrre ell tvpes
N
of ch sracter and endowment,
10. To bring to pupils tip most, vital tmt v n in tbe
realm of practical etbies by giving to nupils tv e
high ideals of our best writers, and by showing
- -£ £ r oi 4, *
—
-D < *” . o * o
3 £ i £d % C
- o SYkTV'
bow these ideals are revealed pictorifllly in
fiction and drama- and poetry.
IP. Training of emotions,
20. Training of imagination*
21. American ideals ard patriotism,
22. Recognition of adolescent needs.
>/
Tbe preceding com.parisior is concerned with tbe aims of
English in tbe secondary school. An examir tier of this
comparison reveals tv e comparatively few major aims of brglish.
Having noted those aims upon which the majority agree,
they floe considered from the following viewpoint, previously
mont io-ped :
1. Do these aims p^ps 11 * pupils to
he citizens ?
2. Do tv ese aims pr>epfl^o pupils to
be workers?
3. Do these aims prepare pupils to
be individuals?
A
• Are these *ims attainable?
'•:«
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The Doint of* view nf business education in seeond-ry
schools is well expressed, by the Commission nn tv e Ee-
organization of Secondary Education appointed by the National
Education Association:
”By secondary commercial education this committee under-
stands that training of the secondary schorl, direct and
related, the aim of which is to equip young neonle for entrance
into business life. Assuredly those going into business are
entitled to an education, which, so far as possible, will give
breadth of view and catholicity of interest, as well as
facility in performing some specific task in the business world
The committee believes, therefore, that secondary commercial
education can and should e made liberal, and at tv e same time
prepare f*or some branch or branches of "business”
Therefore it would seem that the major, aims of English in
commercial curriculum of secondary schools f vhen such course
in English is the only English course pursued by pupils ir the
commercial curriculum, might he stated as follows:
MAJOR AIMS OF ENGLISH IN THE COMMERCIAL
CURRICULUM
AIMS OF WRITTEN AND ORAL EXPRESSION
1. To teach pupils to write
2. To teach pupils to speak
3. To teach pupils to write and sneak something
that d.isnlavs thinking
#
’’Business Education ir p. p rvT r] a r>^/' Schools” Bulletin, 1010
No. 55 Department of the
"Ia shingt on
,
D . 0
. p .
Interior
,
11
Bureau of Education
the
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AIMS OF LIT ERATURE
1. To teach for appreciation and evalu t ion
.
2. To use literature to interpret md see life.
3. To arouse the keenest intellectual response.
4. To secure an understanding 0f the leading
features of structure and style of main
literary types.
5. To prepare for after-school life social,
personal, and vocational.
6. To (rive skill in reading; cursory, easeful,
consultation.
7. To provide a knowledge of literature; authors,
works .
CONTENT OF MAJOR DIVISIONS OF COURSE IN BUSINESS ENGLISH
\
The cages following are intended to reveal what the content
of the major divisions of the course in Business English should
he in order that pupils might he prepared to live as citizens,
workers, and individuals in a democracy. The subject matter is
that intended for Grades IX to XII inclusive .
The major divisions of the course I'--' Business Engl
covered a^e the following:
1 . Punctuation 6. Written Composition
2
. Spelling ryf • Letter Writing
3 . Word Study 8 . Oral Composition
4. Grammar 9 . Literature
5 . Style

?5
PUNCTUATION
The importance, of punctuation in written natter cannot
bo overlooked, .for clearness sod. accuracy of stat evert depend
in great measure unon correct punctuation. The omission or
mi solacing of a single comma in * composition might result in
an interpretation entirely different .from that intended b r the
writer.
Contraryjfco the opinion oh many Business English has no
system, of punctuation peculiar to itself. Davis expresses t^is
ides very well wv en h p writes 1 . # ’’Good punctuation in business
should be good punctuation anywhere” . The present tendency in
writing, including business writing, is toward simplicity in
punctuation; that is, the using of punctuation r c’ks only
wherever fhpy are necessary to the clearness and of
expre ssi or .
Punctuation should not be taught by itself, but rather ir
connection with composition. Tn the commercial curriculum this
means that many opportunities will present themselves for the
effective teaching of punctuat'on in connection with the writing
of report and business letters
,
as well « s with the theme and
shorter units of composition. With the teaching of business
letters will come the necessity of an understanding o f the
difference between the ’’oner style” and ’’close style” of
punctuation, the former of which is more popular with most good.
Davis, Poy ’’Commercial Education is Secondary Schools”
Edil>^ hy Parry Nit son ^Ginn and Company Prston l°P n ^han. VI
Business English p 109
.,
.
.
ti
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1
business writers, The i3.se of dictation is rec oramew.ded iw the
teaching of punctunt ipn because it allows an opportunity to
the pupils to observe the chance for the use of a It err. tive narks
and the charge in interpret at ior according to the variance ir
punctuation . As there ere some uses of punctuation r rks that
cause little or ro difficulty owing to thei 1^ simplicity for in-
frequency in opportunity to use, drill work should he limited to
the most important uses.
In order to determine what punctuation uses should receive
the most emphasis in Business English ir the secondary school,
a good method, it would seem, would be to learn wh-t uses are
most troublesome in business writing and what errors are r^st
common ir pupils’ vritirg. Several authorities or Business
English were consulted for the most troublesome uses in business
writing, while the most common errors in pupils’ writing were
taken, from a composite list of the most errors made by pupils as
determined by thirty-three invest ig tiows of tv is subject and
from a list of the most common errors in over four hundred themes
of pupils. Since punctuation is a matter of us ge, a composite
list of the correct uses of punctuation marks eov ring the most
troublesome uses in business writing and the uses causing the
most errors in pupils’ writ leg, ould appear to determine what
punctuation uses should, receive the most emphasis ir. the teach-
ing of punctuation in Business English classes.
In making this composite list of the most import art punctua-
tion rules the authorities consulted for the most troublesome
uses in business writing were A. Charles Baherroth, ’’Modern Business

N. Y. 1930 pp. BP-
27
English" published by Front ice-F' 11 , Inc
.
,
93, and Jaraes Melvin Lee, "Lar guage Men of Affairs", Vol.
II "Business Writing, published by the Foi Id Press Company,
TT. Y.
,
1930, pp . 552-560. The most common errors in punctuation
na le by pupils / ere found ir studies made by He^ry Far-ap, "T^e
Most Common Grsr r -tic.si Errors", ir "The English Journal", Jure,
1930 pp . 440-4 46
,
and J. Paul Leonard "Punctu +-io^ nd Capitaliza
tiora Errors", ir "Education", Pebrury, 1931, up. 329-335.
MOST IMPORTANT PUNCTUATION PULES
Period is used
1, To mar*k the end of declan tt ive and imperative sentences.
2. After abbrevi tiers, but not after contractions.
Coma is used
1. To separate vjords . phrases, or cl uses in a series.
If "and" is used with the 1 st member of the series, it
should be preceded by & comma,
2. To set off words, phrases, on clauses whew used paren-
thetically .
3. To set off a j?.ow-re*strictive clause, ii troduced b r
which, ar d th t
,
or words derived from them.
4. To set off a short direct quotation.
5. To set off an appositive.
6. To sepir te two words tbit are identical or very similar
even if it would otherwise be lmrecessar/q
7. To set off participial phrases ar-d dependent groups of
words which introduce a sentence

PR
8. Before "not " if it introduces nr awtitbetical p*r • s* or*
cl au se .
0
.
To set off words usorl in direct address or iri explanation
of ^rothe
1
’’ word.
10. Between two or mor^ independent ^oms corrf cted bv ore of
the simple connectives like "nnd", "but", "or", nrd ’’for*".
11. To set off transitional words a d pyroses.
Seri colon is used
1. Between clauses of » compound sentence w^on no conjunction
is expressed.
P. . To separate tbe members of a series, when members a^e long,
or are to be emph.p sized.
3 . Between independent groups containing commas.
4. Between two independent groups when tbe second clause h#s
a new subject and is introduced by "but".
Colon is used
1 , Between two independent groups wb on ti ey are not connected
by a joining word, and wben tbe first group points to tie
second, and is c rmpleted by it.
P . Wben r. general statement is followed by a specific re-
statement • Tbe colon is used even wben words like "namely" and
”es follows" are not expressed.
3. After words introducing p long Quotation , or even a short
quotation if the introduction is formal,
4. To introduce a statement
,
n list or m excerpt .
,1
,
'
‘ '
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,
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Double-, Quotation Marks used .
1. Before and nftar eyony d i r> # ct, quotation.
Fyphen is used
1. When a fraction, written out, is used to modify % -"nV r
2. To connect two wnr»ds drawn together to form Compound rodif-
ier of » wo^d t> at follows. No hyp} on is used if tv e words
follow the word modified.
7), With such words as , general, elect, vice, ey and.
lieutenant, when pnrts or titles*
4. Wit> ou-nrter, v ilf, etc., v/t er emi^Twc! with a noun.
R
.
When there is an awkward luxt ^position of letters.
Fote; Although sore hyphenated words tave been classifier1
owing to a lack of nicrr^^^t among authorities, the only safe
practice to follow is to consult the dictionary.
Dash js used
1. To indicate, an abrupt break in construction.
2. Before nr important wn^d on group of words bring the reader
to attention. Although permissible this use should he
limited to sales letters and sales copy.
Note: The dash should not he used to cover ignorance of the
uses of other* punctuation mnrks.
tb
A
Int e^roarr t in® Point is used
Note; Indirect questions .are not followed h _r nr in ternogat ion
point.

Exclamation Point is us or)
1. To pxw«ss emotion, doubt, or sarcasm, md if or interject ion*
Apostrophe is used
1. To indicate the possessive of nouns, singular and plural,
2. With contractions to indicate the omission of letters.
P-renthescs are used
1. To enclose additional material (usually explanatory) that is
loosely connected with the rest of the sentence,
ft©te : The freouent use of parentheses is objectionable and they
should not be substituted for the comma or other marks of punctua-
tion .
When two marks of punctuation ar»e used together, tv e follow-
ing rules ire observed:
1. The period and comma arc 8 lways inside the quota Mon
marks •
2. The interrogat ion point i s inside the Quota t i on marts
,
wh en th e o ue stion is on iy a part of the whole senter c ft .
3. The in t errogat ion point i s outside the ouot Pc•H+-K marks
,
when e whol e sentence is a ques t i on, with the -pc3c a tion only
a pa r’t of the sentence .
4. Wh cn only n pa rt o f th e un it marked off by 8 comma
,
colon, semicolon, or* end punctuation is enclosed in p^r^rifhoses
the marks of parentheses are inside the punctuation marks#
5. When the whole unit marked off by a comma, colon,
semicolon, or end punctuation is enclosed in parentheses, the
marks of parentheses are outside the punctuation
6. The semicolon or colon is outside the Quotation marks,
if it does not. belong to tv c quotation only.
..
...
,
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CAPITALIZATION
As in the determining of the most import ^nt uses of purotua-
tion marks, the same method and sources were utilized ir discover-
ing the most important uses of capital letters.
Capitalize
1 . The first word of every sentence, direct quotation and line
of poetry.
o
, Tv e word which follows Pesolved or* whereas ir formal resolution.
3. All prbper nouns and adjectives derived **rom proper nouns.
4. The names of the months and days of the week, hut not t T'e
seasons of the year.
5 . Titles of honor or respect '"h er preceding a rare. Do rot cap-
italize if the official title of a person is placed after t>e
name, or if it is preceded by the article ”t v e ,T and is followed
by tv e name.
6. Tbe names of oceans, lakes, rivers, mountains, parks; cities,
streets, localities; railroad stations, platforms, trains, cans:
hotels, rooms, churches, libraries; and similar things when tv ey
form a part of proper names.
7
.
The princinla words in the titles of instituat ions
,
foundations;
firms, corporations; organizations, clubs, associations, depart-
ments; newspapers, magazines, bulletins: honks, articles, chapter
headings, lectures, reports and papers
. In t ln e titles of
newspapers ar.d magazines tv e definite anticle is now generally
capitalized, and treated as a pant, of the title.
8. Names of political panties and. religious deromir ~ tions
.
9. North, east, south, and west, and tv eir derivatives when they
refer to divisions of country, hut. not w^en they indicate
..
.
-
.
" !:
.
.
.
rarely direction.
10. Ordinal numerals wt«n used to ^esifcnftte sessions of
Congress
,
nqr a s of o+'o.
Note: Do not cspit ilizf t^e second Fe'pVr> of .« v.yuten^ted word.
Do not capitalize cormn nouns.
.
f
.
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SPELLING
polling; plays such an important part in the every-day
life of the business world tha*- proper re oop;n it ion of it must
he given in the, course in Business Engli sh
.
Emnlo-yers are apt
to b'^ve. an intolerant attitude toward poor spellers because they
realize that all business communications sent by f *ir firms
reflect the character of the f j rms . Particularly i this true
in r pH to stenographers whos success depends largely upon
t eir ability to spell correct ly . Young people are required to
face the necessity of spelling correctly on tv e very threshold of
their business careers for many positions are obtained as a
result of written applications . High school pupils should have
these truths constantly set before them by the teacher, in order
that they might h-ave the proper attitude toward, correct spelling.
Contrary to the belief of many persons the vocabulary of
business does not differ essentially from that of ordinary life.
The distinction is well expressed hy the following quotation”. *
’’The vocabulary of business does not differ materially from that
of ordinary life apart from business except with reference to
(1) cert ir 1 rms emplo ed in a strictly technical senstand 1
certain terms in us< Chiefly among business men’J Consequently
the course in Business English should p^nvih & course in spell-
ing of the words used hy persons in ordinary life other tv an that
of business supplemented hy a course in spelling of the words
used in business. In both cast s this is possible only so far as
-/r ’’Syllabus in Commercial Subjects” published by the University
of the State of New York, The £>tate Dept, of Educ.- t ion, 1928
p. 120
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a Ooundati on vocabulary is coroerre'i, tv at is, the words actually
uged in writing "by nun i 1 s as determined "by in ^e st i m - f i on s "nH a
relatively few wear’s t>at future reeds require.
Investigations reveal tv at punils and adults use compa native-
ly few words in their every day writing . Tidvmar making a
comparative study of t^e six important investigations of t v, e words
commonly used by children and adults in t^eir written compositions
,
found that the total number of sue 1' words is 1254.# Tv e investigations
included in Vi is study were: (1) the Jones list of 4532 words selected
from an examination of more than 15,000,000 words in tbe themes of
1050 school children; (2) the Smith list of 1125 v'onds , consisting
of the commonest wo-^ds in 75,000 running words in the spontaneous com-
positions of the public school children of Mad.isor, Wisconsin; ( 3 ) the
Cook and 0 1 Shea list, comprising 3200 of the most frequently used
words in the compositions of thirteen adults: (^) the 1000 commonest
words found by W. B. Chancellor in letters received d** ily from many
sources: (5) a list of 34’70 common words compiled from. m"ny sources,
including the list of Dr. Burk, prepared hy C. Y
.
Studley and
Allison Ware; and (6) a list of 1000 words, prepared by Ayres by
combining tu e results of four concrete studies.
•K-Tidyman, W. P.
,
”The Teaching of Spelling”, World Book Co. 1919
p o . 5-6
#Ibid. Appendix B. pp . 152-161 List of 1254 words.
.. 1 :
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More pert inert to tv e course in Business "English is the
investigation conducted "by Ayres”. # ’’The material of this
investigation consisted of 2000 letters the vocntul^T’i^s of
which were tabulated word h r word. These letter’s were secured
from, twelve sources and were of tv e following 30rts:
1. Letters to s firm doing 3 rail order business.
2. Letters received by « practicing physician.
3 . Letters to the query department of 3 city newspaper.
4. Letters received by a practicing lawyer.
5. Letters received by school teachers from ns^ts of pupils.
6. Miscellaneous letters to a publishing firm.
7. Letters received by the secretaries of the Y. W. C. A.
8. Letters received by a playground association.
2. Letters received by a philanthropic organization.
10. Personal family letters fr cm a large number of sources
11. Letters received by a magazine conducting a query department.
12 . A small but varied collection of love letters”#.
The total number of words in these letters amounted to 110,160.
A word by word tabulation was made of 23,629, made up of the first
word of every line of every letter. In making the tabulation
names of persons, numbers, and places were omitted. There were
5:- Ayres, Leonard P. ’’The Spelling Vocabularies of Personal and
Business Letters ” Division of Educ ation, Russell S' me Founda-
tion, New York 1713
# Ibid p. 53
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so many renet itior s won? the P.3, 6P.9 words t v -it, ty e total
mir»her of individual words ernloyed v^s only P,00]
. Oarr-'ir/r
tv e study farther it was found that thpv. e was a sharp corner
-
t r» a t i op on a small part of this limited vooahuD a-^v, for- t v, e
renetitions of 54 9. common wondn constituted "even-eighths of
the entire number of '"ondj tabulated frnr all the letters.
Proa the results of these investigations two valuable
deductions can he made that should influence yneatlv the teach-
ing of spelling; in the course in Business English: first
,
the
vocabulary employed by pupils and adults in t^eir social and
business writing; is not very la rye; secondly, the tea chirr of
snellinrr ir the course in Business English should be concentrated
on the mastery of a relatively few words.
The ass of the course in spelling should he (1) the mastery
of the snelliny of the word s ir the "active” vocabulary of the
pupils, and (?.) mastery of the spelling- of business terms which
are reouired ir the writing- of business letters apd reports,
and thus are made a pant, of the "active” vocabulary of pupils.
Bo attempt should he made to teacv tv e spelling of the words used
in special lines of business only and which will rot become a
part of t^e "active" vocabulary urless the pupils enter these
1 ir e s .
Simply to use the words in the lists developed from the
TidYmnr and Ayres investigat ion s for a course ir spelling -'ould
mt be sufficient for the reeds of tv e punils. These lists
merely furnish a foundation vocabulary which the rmuils should he
able to spell. In the course in Business English these lists
need to he supplemented by the addition of lists of other commonly
used words
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Teachers of Business English have several sources of supply
for words wit v in their reach. A spelling book, many of which
are on the market, which contains general words and business words
commonly used will furnish much of the material for general drill
.
Care should be exercised, however, in the selection c.f * spelling
book for use by the class. f’^e book chosen should, he one in wv-ich
the words are grouped .according to a cordon difficulty, f^r grouping
words according to this principle ’’focuses .attention upon the
difficult pants of words, thereby making for economy of teaching; it
develops bonds of associations; and it applies to 90 per cent of tv e
words that possess real spelling difficulty, and to a very lange
pen cent of all the words that, we use”.* This means, for example, the
grouping of words that, have th© combinations of ei and ie.
Word lists composed of words misspelled by the pupils ir their
written exercises can furnish material for drill. These one easily
made up by the teacher with t Vi e cooperation of the pupils.
Frequently the teac or should dictate lists of words for
drill in spelling vfhich he knows are actually used ir business
correspondence. Fere is such a list taken f^om actual business
letters: #
*Ib id . p. 15
ji
’’practical Business English" hy Gallagher and Moulton--
Foughtor, Thjfflin Company 1918 pp. r*8-79
.: . .
'
.
.
.
.
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absence
accommodate
ac cumulate
accuracy
a. ckn ow 1 edgmen t
a c 'U 3 in ted
a ctually
adherer ce
n dm i s s ib 1 e
i d v ice
advisable
advise
advisory
agreeable
allowance
already
art oyarice
apologize
fippearar.ee
appraisal
appreciate
article
assist ar c
e
b & 1 an ce
bankruptcy
bar ga ir
her of it
busiress
c ommission
c ommittee
commodities
c ommur icate
competent
c or cede
c or f ider t i ally
consequence
c on sign ee
c. or s i grren t
c or signor
c oaveriert
conveyance
co-operation
cordially
corporation
correspond
c oupon
courteous
deficit
delinquent
director
disappoint.
disbursement
discrep mcv
e c on omi cal
efficiency
eighth
embarrass
emergen cy
endorsement
er. terpri.se
equitable
equivalent
exceed
excellence
exorbitant
expenditure
expense
facilities
February
financially
forfeit
formally
formerly
fraudulent
freight
gliarant e
guaranteed.
immedi 4"ely
irnmer se
imperative
ir lebtedress
indi ctraent
in d i sper sable
individual
inferen ce
insistence
issue
itemized
judgment
lease
leniency
lenient
liabilities
license
1 i en
liquid :te
rnsnuf : cturer
mercantile
miscellaneous
mortgage
recess -sry
negligence
negoti ible
n otary
occ :: s ion
opportunity
pamphlet
parti cu 1 >rly
peremptory
pr rmar ert
oerr 1 s sible
persuade
possibility
precede
one eerier ce
precedent
prefers c e
prejudice
pio i v* nipsl
principle
privl 1 ege
procedure
proceed
proc oedings
promissory
pursue
qualifications
really
recommend
recurrence
remittance
repetition
ne spon sible
revenue
s a 1 ary
separate
specimen
st.ati sties
sufficient
supersede
tariff
tempore oily
t onn age
traffic
un a void able
undoubtedly
unusually
vacancy
valuable
weight
‘
,a 1 ikeTBe sales letters, advertisements
,
and correspondence of
mture which cone continually to ev^ry teacher will likewise
en*hlethe t e^ch^r of Business Enmli «h to compile lists of wor^s
suitable for spelling lessons.
Obviously time is wasted on tbe teae"M rif of tbe spelling of
words tbtt a^e spelled correctly by a ms i or i ty of tbe cl n ss.
Tbis cart "he avoided by giving a preliminary/- test on a list of
wo^ds taken from tbe spelling boo 1 * or ^ict^t^d By t" e teacher.
Brill, is recess s^y only or words t^a -** a majority of t^e class
fail to spell correctly in tv r nr ** lir in any test. Two more tests
should follow t^e drills in order to grade ^b r pupils and to note
tbe progress made
.
Tbe firs -1* test shottld follow immediately after
tb« dril "1 on spelling; and tbe seornd test about four w<»eks later to
test tbe retention of tbe correct' spelling by tbe pupils.
Tbe eradication of tbe errors in. spelling of pupils is of
sucv an individual nature tv at pupils should be required to
have a note -book in which they should record tv © word
cause them difficulty ir spelling. For as Davis says, ’’The
only rational way to improve f>p pupil’s spelling is bo take 1 is
vocabul ary
’
a s is’ and v ©lp b to eradicate the misspellings and
t><en to let 1"im n^y attention bo b.b« wo^'’ © tv ab * dds to v'is
vocabulary and is likely to misspell . ” T 1"* same ide© is (*xnr, pss*rl
By Baber rob,B $ !,iJo general list of freouently misspelled words
•ss-Davis, Bov ’’Business Engl isb ” Chap VI of "Commercial Education In
Secondary Schools'’ edited by Barry D. Fit son (rim and Co IPS’ 0 p.lPf
# Babeiiroth, A. Charles ’’Modern Business English" Prentice-Ball
Inc. IP 30 p. PI
..
-
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is ss useful as an individual list based or -personal experience”.
Consequently the pnopen keepinr of the rote-hook by pupils should
be an important of tv e course ir spelling and wherever
feasible the teacher should test the punils on tv eir individual
lists of r 1 s spell ed words*
Poor enunciation is the caia.se nf the misspelling of wv
words. Pupils misspell very often such wor- 3 s as 'VrovemFent”
because they fail to enunciate correctly. At all times the
proper enunciation of words s’- r>uld. he insisted upon in tv e class
in Business English.
What ^as teen said of enunciation is true also of the
pronun ciation of words. Not only in the tire devoted, to spelling
but at all tires should the teacher apply corrective measures
to mispronunciations.
Frequent drills on syllabication of words should he river,
for typists particularly rust know v ow to syllabify ’”ord 3 • Such
business terms as the following should, receive special attention:
collection dissatisfac t i on
accountant accredited
a npr ov
a
1 repre s en t a t ive
conresponden ce superintendent
Those enmared ir the study of Business Errlist are called
upon to r-ake frequent use of abbreviations. Most text-books on
Business English contain a list of abbreviations used particularly
in business. With these, pupils should he wade familiar. They
should also he made acquainted with the abbreviations ir common,
use which are to be found ir the appendix of an unabridged
dictionary. On recount of their wide use in business correspond-
ence, the abbreviations of States and Territories belonging- to
',
,
.
-
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r
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the Uniter1 States should he the subject of dnill with nunils
in Business English. The snnroved abbreviations of States
and Territories nay he ohtaired in the "United States Oovernrert
Printin'-*- Office St 'le Manual" or in irost text-hooks on Business
Ur F, 1 i sh
,
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WORD STUDY
Very often is heard the remark, "I know w^at I want to say,
hut I can’t excess it.” veard in school, as well as out of
school, it is evidence of t v, e need nfl a study of words in the
course in Business English. But a more potent reason for t v e
study of words is the fact that words, the symbols of ideas, are
the very foundation of our communication of thought.
The individual has two chief sources of supply in increasing
his stock of words, reading and hearing. Since many words thus
encountered are new words to the recipient, he should know how
to find the necessary knowledge that will make these v,ords mean
something to him and that will errhle him to use these words correctly
himself. Consequently a knowledge of the proper use of the dictionary
is indispensable.
In Grade IX pupils should he given a thorough course in the
connect use o-c the dictionary. They should ho t night how to learn
the correct pronunciation of words. This "dll include the
interpretation of tv e s^und symbols, the placing of the accent, and
the division into syllables. The importance of consulting the
dictionary to learn the correct spelling of words should he stressed.
Pupils should be taught how to trace the history of words in our
guage by means of the dictionary, study should he made of the
formation of derivatives a^d how they are located in the dictionary.
In connection with the study of defir it ion s that are given in the
dictionary, oupils must he made to realize the importance of any
snecial remarks or abbreviations attached to certain definitions,
such as obs
.
for obsolete, math, for mathematics, and colloq.
for colloquial. The ease with which
’.
.
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synonyms for worlds con hr found and the explanation of the
d'i sit i
n
c f i on in vr nrj.ng "between contain synonyms hy tne
dictionary should hr stressed. Considerable timr should hr sn rot
on the supplement a^y in form* 4' ion provide^ in the dictionary
such fi s proper names, geographical snd hi ogrnoh i r n 1
.
foreign words
and ohrases, and rhhreviations
.
Toccv rr*s will rind rx j o («.. e«
designed to give practice in all the phases of dictionary w,ork
in ’’Exercises in the Use of the D'ction.-i^y” hy Tv oras Goddard
Wright, P1" . D.
,
published hy the American Rook Company. While
this hook is especiallyjarranged for use with Webster’s Secondary
School Dictionary, the exercises could hr adopted to us° with
other dictionaries. A booklet, "The Use of the Dictionary” hy
Dr. Edward w. Stitt, published hy G. h C. Merrisrp Company,
t d Mass], contains a number of dictionary games designed
to make interesting dictionary worK.
An ft a 1- ould hr wade in th e course ir Business English
to c ount er a cf th
r
tendercy to overwork certain words. The most
commonly overworked words spn* nr to he •
1. awful 7 . great
2. fine 8 . v orrid. (girls)
3 . good o • mighty
4. ouite 10. thing
5 . nice 11. lovely (girls)
6 . swell 12. get
Emphasis should he placed also on the choice of words that
p re sanctioned b t mood use me , Tv i s will mean that pupils must
be msde to underst end. tha 4- good usage means that. words must he
in reputable, national, and present use. Cl ess discussions
should hr directed to bring out the s gn. i f ic ‘"nee of the meaning
,.
,
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of t^ese terms, a s well is the ne'mi^r of and f e t^n^ers of using;
words that ?>re characterized as colloquial, slsrw, vulgar, loc* 1
and provincial. Good usage by nupils can be brought about only
w^en such usage is insisted unon at all times ir the English classes
and other classes of the school. Tv e cooperation of all departments
of the school is absolutely necessary.
Someone Pas defined style as "The rig^t words in the right
places'’. If it is rot a good definition of style, it is, at least,
accuracy in expression, and should he an aim of all English classes.
Failure to use the right word ir the right place results very often
from a lack of knowledge of t v, e distinction in meaning betweeen words
that are very similar ir appearance and meaning, on from a confusion
in parts of speech, Much of this ^'"usion car he eradicated by
drill on groups of words that common 1;/ give difficulty. The follow-
ing list of grours of words that pupils should know how to use
correctly is taken, from Bartholomew and FurPout ’ s books
COMMON VERB ERRORS
1. Raise , rise
2. should
,
would
3. advise , advice
4 . aggrava te, annoy, vex
claim. declare, a ssert
6 • contain
,
bear
rr
( • depreca te, deprec iate
-"-"The Business Man’s English” by ball ace Edgar Bartholomew and
Floyd Hurlbut -- The Macmillan Company, New York 1030 Chap.
Ill pp. 12-54
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8. enthuse. enthusiastic
°
.
expect, supoose
10. give way; give away
11. guess, think, believe
12. launder, laundry
13. learn, teach
14 . locate, fi^d
15. pardon me, excuse me
15. stricken, struck
17. suspicion, suspect
18. lay, lie
1°. set, sit
20. can, may
21. let, leave
22. shall, will
COMMON NOUN AND PRONOUN ERRORS
1. business, reason
2. combine, combination
3. date, appointment, engagement
4. depot, station
5. either, any
6. it’s, its
7. lady, madam, woman
8. loan
,
lend
P. part:/, person
10. residence, location
11. show, opnortunity
12. try, trial
13. typewrit er
,
typist
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COMMON PREPOSITION ERRORS
1
.
as ner. a ccording to
2 . beside
,
b e s i d e s
3. between
,
among
4
.
differ with, diffe from
5. in
,
int o
6 . in side
.
'ithin
V. off of. from
B. onto, unon
9
. outside of, in add itior to
10. till, a s f nr as
11. to home , at home
12. without
,
unless
COMMON CONJUNCTION ERRORS
1. as long ss, since
2 . but that, but w^at
3 . directly, ns soon ss
4. ex cent, unless
6
, if * tb e r
6. , that
COMMON ADJECTIVE AND ADVERB
ERRORS
1. most, almost, mostly
2. after, afterward
3. already, all ready
4. any, any other
5. attached, inclosed
6 . bad, very much
n
. bimonthly, semimonthly
R. both, each
,r-frro
,
.
.
.
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0. r -^ed ihle , creditable
10. elicit, illicit
11. eligible, legible
IP. farther, further
13. fewer, less
14. first two, two first
15. former, latter
16. funny, remarkable, strange
17. ki^d of, rather
18. lost, latest
1°. less, lower
20. mad, angry
21. posted, informed.
22. presently, at present
23. real, very
24. so, very
°5. therefore, therefor
26. this kind., that, kind
27. unique, unusual, different
28. would-be, prospective
This drill work should, be supplemented by drill on words
that are found confusing in particular classes.
J. Duncan Spaeth, Professor of English at Princeton University,
speaking a t the First Commercial Education Dinner Conference said
the following: "I should, like at this point
^-Commercial Education Leaflet No. 2, February, 1023 Department of
the Interior, Bureau of Education, Washington, p. o. p. 10
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to introduce a plea for the study of* Lat in qs a practical way
of acquiring proficiency in Busies: English . Latin should
be studied as an introduction to word structure »nd word derivation
in English.” if students of Business English ^ *d tv * i s preparation
very little would need to be done by classes in Business English
in word building. But because students in general do not >»sve the
benefits of a knowledge of Latin and because so nary wo^ds in our
language are derived fror Latin, an"3 other tongues, word building
should he a very import >nt part of tv e wo^k of Business English
in high school. The importance and. advantages of a study of
word building are very obvious. pun i 1 wh o kn ow s t v, at the
root s crib or script, means to writ
^
and has r**> st "•‘red the meaning
of the common prefixes and suffixes will never v i vf difficulty with
the following words
:
1. prescribe 8. prescrintion
2 . pro s erihe o • prescript iom
3 . de scribe •o
I
—1 de s cript i on
4. inscribe 11. in script! or
5. con s cribe 12. con s o v i p1 i on
6 . prescribe •tO1—
1
prescription
ry
f • circumscribe 14. circumscription
Word building can be made very inter sting to pupils if
games t %i at involve knowledge of roots. prefixes and suffixes are
used by the teacher •
The following list of fr e qU • n1 1
y
used roots, prefixes and
suffixes might he u sod as a basis for a study. of word building.
This liat is from Lewis md ^osic’s book:-::-
*-
MNew Practical English for High Schools
,
First Course” by William
Bodge Lewis, A. ? r . Pd. D.
,
Litt . D.
.
and James Firming Fosic, Pd.
*
r
.
,
ph. D. American fork Co., New York-1885 Appendix pp. 4r°-437
'' 7
* ^ *
'
,
'
,
*
.
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ROOTS FREQUENTLY used
1. 'nff, act --do, act, ui’ff'* , d-^ive
o
•
3.
0 flT), C^pt se ize
die, diot-sn^k, say, tell.
A .
rx
« 0
dnc, duct--!* ad
i, it--p$o
6 . f-NC, f r'ct--^o, make
7 fen, 1 :t--c arry
R. fund, fus--pour, melt
Q b.ib, -vf
10 . mitt, miss--send
11 . scrib, script --write
IP. srau, se cut --follow
13. spir, spirct--br<°at' e
14. sist
,
sto, st at .stance- --stand , set up, niece
15. t a r rr
,
tact— t nuch
15. ten.
,
tent --bold
15. ven
,
vent --come
IR. vert, vers- -turn
1 ° . v i d , vis — — see
20. voc, vocat—voice
,
call
1 .
PREFIXES FREQUENTLY USED
a--on, ir
,
st, to 5 . arti--ag:air st
,
opposite
O
c 0 ab (a, sbs, av)-frorn, away 5 . bi--two
3 • ad ( a , ac, af , ac , si, an, 7 . circum-- around
,
about
ap, ar, s, at) -to, toward. 8 . cop ( co, col, cor, cor, etc)
i 1” addition to witb together
4 . ante—b^fo^e o # contra f contro pninf *-p )
a r.n ir st
,
r
.
.
-
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•ciH d e ( di ) --d ov.'n , fr on* , at a y 37. ono (nor. nun) befone.
11. dei*«i--hAlf fo^th
,
^r>^pr ft v»
12. di ( dis ) --twice , double 33. r>e ( red ) -
13. dis (di) , (dif )--anort
.
34
.
s e - - a pa rt
Away, not 35. se - i-bflif
,
partly
14. en (erw)--in, on, into 36. SUb ( fine. sif
,
suv
,
sur*
15. eni--upon sun, sun. sus ) --under
16. en (ev)--well 3 17 . suner { aur 1 --over abov
17. ex (e, ec, ef)--out of, 37. syr (at, s ' l, syr ) with
fror*. bevon
d
3n . tel e- for
,
far off
1R. extra --beyond 40. t n a r> s ( tn A ) across
IP. for*— t^nou^rh 41. vice (v is ) —instead of
90. v e^’i—
b
«) If
91. fore--bef one
7?. hvner— above
73 hypo- -Above
74 . in (il, in. ir) ir, into.
not
95. inter* (intro) between.
«r or.f
76. iv. i s - -wron w 1y , b od It
On
• ob fobs, oc, of, on)
against, toward
28. per--t v, rou/rb
,
thoroughly
2°
.
T)Ost--bev, ind r^ter
30. ore --be ‘’one (in ti~e. place,
or onden^
31. nre ter- -bevoh d
.
past
'_
/
'
l
'
1
r . -
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NOUN-FORMING SUFFIXES
1.
2.
•
4 .
,«iin ( ft in , on ) - - on e wh o , pert a in ir f t o
ftpce
.
e^ce («rcy, en cy ) --ft "t of, stftte o r irg
ft v>
.
or e -” (ftT°Ar, ony, ery ) — Tent , nl^ce,
belor «*in .*• or rert ft ir i'ft )r to f nr selective suffix as
well ns ft noun suffix)
a^d. art- -one who
5. ee (eer, er)--one wVi o
6. ice. ise. es»--tv>e act, quality, or condition
7. ion ( on ) --be inn; ^r stftte of beirr. 'vfter equivalent
to "ins”
B. i an-- state of bein;#;
o
•
ress--abatract suffix
•
10. stesd--a nlace
11. ty (ity) --state of beiry
IP. wr
i
fv t— ft worl-rn* a
n
ADJECTIVF-FOPMING S UFFIXES
1. able fble, ible, uble)--tbat raw be
o
r. .
5.
al--pe^tft inin/r to
an f er
,
air, a^e) uert airily to
4
.
ant ( er t ) --bein f : eouivs", ert to ’’iny ’1
5 .
6 .
ar (dry, • ary) --pert ft ir ir«r to, of the rature of
en--iftade of
7. esoue--like
8. et, let--little
o
• lin—little
10. liny— little
,
your f
11 . oui5—b ' vir w the quality of, full of
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ADVERT -FOPFIN G SUFFIXES
1. ly--like, in a like manner
VERB-FOPMING SUFFIXES
1. ate--to do, to nVr , to
2. fy--to make
3. ish--to mk?
4. ize--to wake or do, to do t^e work of
..
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GRAMMAR
Correctness in expression can rot te attained without tv e
teaching of grammar in the course in Business English in the
commercial curriculum* Every day pupils are speaking and writing
sentences in which the words must he grouped according to certain
fixed customs of lor>g standing, called t v e rules of grammar,
if correct expressior is to he achieved. suppose that they can
sneak and write correctly without. 9 knowledge r** these rules is
obviously ridiculous. The practical vhue to pup! Is training tor
business of tv e ability to express themselves grammatically correct
is recognized by tv e authors of the following statement: ’’The
success of the mere office employee or hp junior or senior clerk
in a business, in fact the success of anyone connected with +-n e
office of a firm or business house as far as English is concerned,
is directly related to v is command of the technical elements of
En g 1 i sh express i <an .
”
The next .consideration is the method of teaching grammar in
the Business English course. Shall it he formal gr rmar or
applied grammar? Anyone who has taught formal grammar car testify
that this method is lifeless and uninteresting to nupils and
causes them to extremely dislike even the mention of grammar, he
also knows that the teaching of formal grammar is very exacting
upon the teacher. Furthermore ^e car vouch' for the verse 5 ty of
the assertion that pupils display in thein speech and written
work very little knowledge of grammatical principles
’’Syllabus ir Commercial Subjects’’ Cv tp. X. ’’Business English”
The Univenstiy of tv e State of New York, IfPB p. 134
.• .
'
'
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after* .fir i st>in.g course in fonil -r -nr-r*
.
On. t^e other hand, applied grammar* is none interesting to pupils
and teachers. Pupils are m*de to realize the necessity and value
of grammar in its practical every-day use. The teacher more
eagerly pursues his task because he car see the interest manifested
by tv e pupils and results that «*ne appreciable. That grammar will
rot function unless it is applied is well stated by Ward:-:?- "it
is true that grammar does not function- -under two conditions:
(1) that ’grammar 1 means tv e old-fashioned study of forms and
classification, (?) tv at grammar is left to do its own work and is
not definitely applied with a definite purpose by tv e teacher.
”
Ward ’s statement is borne out by t v e v,esult s of tests given to s
group of college .freshmen by Wynn :# "Quiz B. demanding only the-
ory necessary to answer A, was given to the same section without
allowing additional study.”
Results of quiz A Results of quiz R
Applied Grammar Theoretical grammar
Number of failures 18 3
Lowest grade mark 5 4^
Highest grade mark 75 91
Number of students making the grade of 90 or above 0 4
Number of students making a grade between 80 and 90--0-5
Number of students making a grade between 70 and 80--1-7
Average grade 46.? 75.4
•K-Ward, C. H. ”Wbat is English?" Scott, Foresman and Go. N. Y.
1925 p. 159
#Wynn, Willard K. ’’English Grammar and Life” In ’’English Journal”
for October, 1930 op. 620-697
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The results of these two quizzes, while only tes+ irg a rela-
tively few high school graduates, coupled with the statement of Ward
which cor cords with thg opinion s expressed hy many ot>er authorities
would seem to establish the doc-trine that t^e grammar taught ir
tv e course ir Business English should he applied grammar.
Grammar should he taught ir er^r;f y'e a o^ the high school, '’bile
it is true that pupils ente^i^g Grde IX, have c^-rred the field
of grammar in the several preceding grades, it will he found that
while all t^e pupils have "had" grammar, very few of them brow very
much grammar. Consequently, a review of grammar should take place
in every grade of the high school. in order to determine what
points of grammar require the most attention it would soem 1 v/ise Tor
the teacher, early in the school ye m, to give diagnostic tests
on applied grammatical rules to v is pupils. Prom these tests the
teacher can learn what the deficiencies in grammar are for a majority
of the pupils and for individual pupils. Fe car then rl°n a
course of grammar t>*t is hest adapted to his pupils for that year,
generally ar,^ individually.
The course in grammar will he preeminently successful if the
Tour years of "Mgh school h«ve made possible f~c eradiction of the
A
most common er^o-^s of speech and writing and made correct expression
habitual. In this connection Thomas notes a distinction between
Business English and English ir the other
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curricula Of the school • "t^us r, r\ a 1 /zed it is apparent that
PUS 5 T. eSS Ergl ish is not d * ^^"Pr t 1 r Vi nr? fTor *>,? y o 4-,i e T’ Erglis Vi ;
it, simply devoted ro^e of its energy to persisterf drill, or
prir ciple 3 of tv e more elementary sort And op the elimination of
common errors in grammar . "&
An ideal plan would tp to "have e-^ct grade from IX through
XII concentrate on a proportionate shore the list o^ common
ernors. A greater degree of success undoubtedly " rould tv er He
possible because mastery of a few principles is more easily achieved
by pupils than mastery of many. Put since such ideal conditions
do not exist in all schools
,
the vest plan would, seen to ^e that
of giving diagnostic tests at the beginning of each year. A
knowledge of what errors reed to he given in these diagnostic
tests is made possible by a study conducted by Henry Farap.^ The
article ir which the results of tv is study appear contains a list
of errors wv i ch is the composite of thirty-three investigations-/- of
written and. oral errors made by pupils. These investigations T* rere
conducted ir various parts of the United States. The author says of
his list: "First, it is more comprev er sive t^ar ary preceding
list of common grammatical errors; second, each error is given
specifically, that is, as it should he treated in class work; tMrd
,
nearly
•$;-Thomas, 0. S. "T^e Teaching of English ir the Secondary School",
Houghton Mmfflin Co. Boston, 1917 p. P^P
#"The ho 3 1 Common Grammatical Errors” by Henry Farap, "English
Journal", June, 1930 pp. 440-446
Jrlbid p. 444-/146 List o^ thirty-three investigations
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every error is followed by a specific illustr hior."-n Tie
list of errors follows:
THE HOST COMMON OH - .MM ,TICAL FRFOPS
I VERBS
1. Disagreemer t of a verb with its subject in nerson,
don't for* doesn't.
Disagreement of a verb wit 1 its subject in number
2. Wrong umber of verb with expletive "there” . There
remains three boys to see.
3. Agreement with a singular noun th t has a plural enr’irg.
Athletics are.
4. When separated, from subject by a phrase. Not one of our
friends were there.
5. Singular verb with a comuourd subject joined by "a^d r .
How is John and his brother?
6. After a pronoun where antecedent is overlooked. S^e is
one of those who is easily overlooked.
7. After "neither". Neither of us deserve the prize.
8. Here are; w s for were; is for ere
Wrong past tense.
9 . seen for s / ; 10. come for came; 11. begun for began;
12. done for did; 13. give for gave; 14
.
run for ran ; 15
.
laid for 1 ay; 16. swum for swam; 17. drunk for drank; 18.
would run for ran
;
1°. use for used; 20. surg for sang;
21 . s fOn s aid; 22. dove for dive: 23 . was for T”ere; 24
Failure to use the past perfect torse. I found him almost
recovered tv ough he was quite ill.
Ibid p. 441
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25. Failure to use nr *1 sent nerf^ct t*»rse.
See we -ifter you ,r o Mr. Smith
.
26. Change of terse ir ire In clause. Wrong nsst
oarti ciole .
27. went f or> gone; 20
. did for hnr
;
2n . saw for seen; 30
.
froze for* f^oz^n
31. came for come; 32. hr ok for broken
33. laid for lain; 3^ swam for swum;
.35. tore for torn.
36. Use of double negative.
could n ot erdly; for cnuld bq-ndly
use o-c didn’t have no; ain’t rot no,
didn’t do nothing ; b «jr>n ’ t no for b • dn ’
t
Use of wrong; verb.
37. lay for lie; 38. le for let :
30. lend for borrow: ^ 0
. sat for set;
41. set. for sit: 42. 1 e :: for tf>acv
43
.
c an for may.
44. Use of have got for n ve ; v 2 Tr '* not
II PRONOUNS
45. Subject not in nominative case. John end me sire going
to Gawp) tMs summer.
46. Pr^dic-te Nominative net in Nominative ca s* • It is v iw
It is me. i
4*7
,
fbe use of ^rong cases of onor nuns after and ,n s an
well as. TTe is taller tv *»n me. T' is misfortune fill 3
more heavily uoon you tban I.
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48. object of a p^espoit ior> rot. in nb 'ec^ive c-^se. Mother
sent John and x.
49. Whom for who; who fen whom.
50. Wrong; formation of compound, pronouns. They hurt their-
selves .
i Usage permits either ”lt is I” on M lt is me". ” it is me”
is almost universal, at least in Middle West, except among
teachers on parade.
51. Use of objective for possessive witv gerund. j’m tired of
him complaining,
59. Disagreement of pronoun with its antecedent
. will everyone
bring f^ein naper 9
53. Confusion of its and it’s. Its hard, to tell. Tv e dog hurt
it’s paw.
54. Use of w’-'icu for w^o and vice versa . re is the man which I
meant. This is a dog who knows his tricks.
55. Lack of clear reference o^ pronoun to antecedent. Mary told
her friend, t^ at s v, e was mistaken.
Ill ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS
56. Incorrect comparison adjectives.
5 17 . Use of adjective for dverh w) en ] 1
,
Awful for very; real for very.
58. Use of adjective for adverb when modifying a verb. Me is most
done. Everyone will he treated f-ir. This er^r also
involves many other specific cases including the misuse of
good, easy, careless, fine, sa p e. different, neat, bad.
59. Use of adverb .for adjective after a copulative verb. Fe
feels badly.
.,
30
ll »
31, Or It misplaced in tv * s^n t*nc« . TT> only d t 1 e boys
60. Us^ nf*'tbos<» snd^t^ese for*
-
tbsit and tv is. I like tv ns»*
Vir d of rr*ap* s .
ll < •» a «
63. Us® of <‘SD 1°*33i^ri t> s t t^er*e arid tv i s b#»r*e. Tbat there
m*n is my neighbor.
6 4. Us** of them for tv *31* srd tv osf , Tv em things are ours.
IV PPEPOSITIONS AND COTJJUNCTIONS
Us<* of superfluous propositions.
63. In hack of, for b ck o^, or t»vir(i ; off of*, for off:
start in, for* staot; add up, for add; end up, for end;
66. 'Wore are you at; upturn back.
Use of wrong preposition..
67. Off ne
,
^or* fnom no: br my aunt, for to ry aunt; to bome
Pnr at bone:
60
.
Different to, for different fr>or ; in, for into: between
for among.
Use of' wrong con inept ions .
6°. Use of like, for* \-; t or* as if.
op
,
rr}-, **> r» *> and bow wrongly used ns a coniunction. Did you
r® d who ,'*<* t-bo b ot «n g ssiped -prom dr*owning ir tj' ** (*r*eev
9
Did you r^ad bow 3 m ws s kille-1 !
-
V NOUNS
Drop g number ir nouns.
71. Nouns ending in y preceded by 3 cop son ant
.
* 2
.
Nouns ending in 0 preceded by a cons or ant .
03. Nouns *uding ir 3 (bn si s ) .
04. Plural of proper* nouns.
N fc '* a, •• )» #*
.
.
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75. Nouns which change their form in forming the plural
( phenomer on )
.
76. Nouns which have no plural (athletics).
77. Nouns which have no singular (scissors).
7B. Compound nouns (brother-in-law)
.
Wrong form of possessive case in nouns.
^9. After plural nouns ending in s.
Teachers 1 dining room.
BO. Compound nouns (court-martial).
VI SENTENCE STRUCTURE
81. Omission of subject. Received your letter.
82. Omission of predicate.
85. Dangling participle. The boy gazed at his father, tremb-
ling with anger.
84. Misplaced modifier . She claimed she had paid her admission
several times. (meaning one admission).
85. Wrong handling of parallel structure.
He taught piano, violin, and vocal, (should be voice).
86. Double subject. John, he went. Why there was.
Having determined t^e errors that give the most difficulty
to the greatest number of the class, the teacher should then
devise and secure exercises that will enable him to drill his
pupils on these points of grammar and correct usage. Extra
drill work, perhaps, will have to he provided for individual
pupils. The overcoming of those errors is not easily accomplish-
ed as it would appear, hut can result only after persistent drill
with the pupils. An excellent opportunity for the effective
teaching of a principle of grammar is afforded when a pupil
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akin er in class m^kes an error. Ver ' r o^ter^ it is wise + n do
more than simply correct the pupil, ton ’’the time to strike is
while, the iron is hot”. In tv e construction and selection of
sentences for illustration and drill ir t.h* tmc^lng of grammar
the teacher should observe t.he *» copvendation of A Committee of
t e ’"'i sc on sin Teachers’ Association: * ’’The committee wishes
to discour se tv e use of the unusual, elaborate, or ’ liten*«-r ’
3 enter os in connection with the tescv ' .1 ng of t v o elements ot
gramn r: for purposes of illustration t’-e-.r bel.iev* that rrl v such
sentences should he used ss are ordin s^v. straightforward, and
•asily understood.”
The p’r sr ratical principles covering t.^ese common errors
should he the backbone of the course in grammar of Business
English and should he taught with t>e aim of mastery b^ purils.
Fa win.® achieved this aim then the tea ch r ean nroceed to th®
t» a chin e1, of the niceties of grammar. such = s tv e us“« of t,v e
subjunctive mood. The.se niceties of grammar, technical in nature,
should well hr left to f0 ® last few years of t^e uisrh school
for experience has proven t^at th*y -.jr® beyond t v, e comprehension
of pupils t/'f earlier years.
A
The teacher of Business English will find that most text
hooks on Business English will furnish valuable assistance in
the overcoming of these common errors. The most common o’yrs
have been raw fully blacklisted in most of these text books.
In addition exercises have been provided in these books to enable
if- ’’Report on a Minimum Grammar” by A Committee of the Wisconsin
English Teachers’ Association, "The English Journal”, March, 1P28
o-i nP
..
I
.
the tractor to drill the pupils on the correct for>rs. however,
the teacher will need, to supplement ftes* exercise s wltv others
w ich ray ho found in exorcise hooks designed particularly for
the purpose of drilling pupils.
..
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STYLE
Sir,ce every writing b»s style, either good nr "had, due
recognition of this tonic must he e:ive r' in t v e course in
Business English.
Pupils should ^e shown the necessity of developing on
acquiring a good style in their writing, for * writing is the
reflection of the writer’s personality. The reader of a letter
very often bases his estimate of tv e character of tv e writer
unon Ms style of writing. [is a result a favorable or unfavorable
impression may he very easily created. If it is true, as someone
has said that n Le style, c’est l’homme” then pupils should he
impressed with the importance of a good style of writing.
On account of the complexity of the factors influencing a
good style, this subject should not he taught as thouM it were
an isolated part of Business English, hut Men the opportunity
and occasion best oresent themselves. For example, the test time
to discuss the toae of « personal letter, or a business report is
when t^e personal letter or business report is being taught.
Some important considerations n the matter of style that
should he emphasized in a course of Business English are clear-
ness, accuracy, economy, variety, and tone.
Clearness in composition results fr^n several contributing
influences. The observance of the rules of grammar and. the
prir cinles of rhetoric in the construction of sentences to a
great degree insures clarity. Pupils can he shown the ambiguity
that is caused by failing to have the antecedent of a relative
pronoun unmistakably evident. The use of specific, rather
than generic, words immeasurably improves composition and
.,
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vitalizes it. Closely allied with the ’ise of vivid, specific
words is the utility of figure of speech, especially the simpler
ones, the simile and metaphor. Impressions that are clear result
from the use of specific words and figures of speech. Classic
and contemporary literature, as well as modern business writings,
abound with examples of specific words and figures of speech, S o
that every class has abundant illustrat ii^e material to study.
Accuracy of statement is a point that must he impressed upon
pupils. This mean s that emphasis must he placed upon correct
grammar and correct usage in words. T^ey should he made to real-
ize that great care must he exercised ir the statement of facts
and figures, for uersors are rot, prone, particularly in the
business world, to forgive inexcusable cases of inaccuracy.
Many illustrations from the world of business can he utilized to show
how errors are costly, in time and money.
Since the time of readers and listeners i$ valuable, stress
should he placed upon economy in style. Consideration should he
given to the choice of words. Much can be said for the superiority
of words of Anglo-Saxon origin over those of Latin origin, for
the former are shorter in length and most people think in terms
of them. Economy cam slso he practised ir the number of words
used. Pupils should he cautioned against a tendency to verbose-
ness o'* statement, unnecessary repetition, and qi^cum locution.
Successful economy in the use of words will- he reflected, ir the
length and number of sentences. Interesting drill work can be
provided for pupils by having them paraphrase statements with
the aim being thrt of economy.
As variety is said, to he the spice of life, so can variety'
F
.
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he wade the spice o-'* style. Pupils can he trained te he ve^s^tile
iu the use of words, port icul*rM lT ir the judicious use of
syporyms. Monotony in structure and types o^ se^i^e^ces car he
avoided hy using short, lory, periodic, a^d loose sentences,
paragraphs can he varied ir length and method of development.
Exercises and discussions growing out of reading in ar'd out of
class will naturally help pupils to appreciate variety in expres-
sion and to practise the use of it.
The tone of style has for its keynote naturalness. Although
this idea sounds simple enough to impress upon stude^^s, getting
pupils to practise it is very often difficult. They seem to think
that in order to create a favorable impression on the reader they
must assume a style fKat is very important sounding. The result
is a style the characteristics of which ^e af^ectatior
,
artificiality, and verhoseness. In the business writings of nigh
school pupils, ore v, as only to re d
,
for examples of this stilted
style, letters of application written hy them. While slavish
imitation of the style of recognized writers should, rot he
encouraged, a study of the style of the letters of Abraham
Lincoln, or his ’’Gettysburg Address”, for illustration, should do
much to convince the pupils of the effectiveness of naturalness
in writing. The tone of writing, which at all times should he
natural, is influenced, hy the purpose of the writing and the
reader for whom the writing is intended . While the personal
letter is friendly and intimate in tone, varying in degree, the
business ^port is usually impersonal in tone. The class of
people to whom a sales letter is addressed, will determine very
largely the t^ne of the writing. Although a collection letter
must he stern or appealing, as determined hy t^e occasion the

letter written in * nswer to a complaint be so constructed and/N
couched in such terms as to assuage the reader, to ask forgive-
ness or to present an unusual condition that caused crround for
complaint. Consideration of the tone of these special types of
writing should he emphasized when these types are studied in the
course in Business English. When the time is opportune, pupils
should he taught that the tone of writing should always be
cheerful, ratber than pessimistic, and should he made to realize
that one cannot he discourteous in business writing, or in any
other writing.
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WRITTEN COMPOSITION
The course in Business English should *.llow a generous
amount of its time for written composition. The writing of clear,
concise, and forceful sentences, n^ragraohs
,
and themes, correct
in mechanical details, is the aim of any well conceived course in
written composition. In this respect the course in Business
English should not differ from any other coimse in written
composition
,
for the sentence, the p^ragn^oh
,
and tv e theme
Constitute the backbome of the body of all business writing.
The teaching of these units of composition will furmish ample
opportunity to pupils to out into practice tv e fundamental ^i^ci-
nles of good comoosit ion. in all languages and all times--uoity
,
coherence, and emphasis. If puoils are taught to write sentences,
paragraphs, and themes possessing these Qualifies, they need to
be taught only the form requined for other compositions that they
will he called unon to write in the course in Business English.
These fundamental principles are applied in the writing of
the other forms of composition taught in the course in Business
English. The chief forms are personal letters, business letters
,
and reports
,
the ^*irst two of which ®r>e considered separately in
this oarer.
The writing of good, compositions demands that ro^e than these
fundamental onincioles he taught. Compositions must h e cor^e^t
in grammar, spelling, and punctuation. While these subjects are
treated individually in tv is thesis, one must not think that
they can. he completely isolated in the teaching of them. Rather
they should he taught concomitantly with the sentence, the
paragraph, and the theme. The need of drill on a particular rule
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of grammar will he made obvious by t^e nrovl^rce of violet io»s
of this rule in the compositions of a class. A set of compositions
might furnish a lesson for drill in the spelling of commonly
misspelled words • Emphasis might he placed on the overcoming of
the comma fault in the assignment of a class theme.
Throughout the four years of Business English a term of
composition, acceptable as to title, margins, efcl, should he
taught and insisted upon. For obvious reasons these requirements
of form should he uniform in all English classes, and better
still, uniform in all classes in tv e school w^ich require of
punils written compositions .
The composition work of Grade IX should be focused on the
writing of sentences that ar»e clear., concise, and forceful. As
a foundation for the writing of* good sentences, pupils must he
taught the work of the parts or serterces, phrases a^d clauses.
Having sufficiently mastered, p^as^s sn^ clauses, they should
study simple, complex, and compound sentences.
If the pupils in Grade IX are able at the end. of the year
to write simple, complex, and compound sentences that exv ihit
unity, coherence, and. emphasis, then may tv e teacher feel that he
has successfully done his work. Success is possible if the signi-
ficance of these fundamental principles of* good writing v as
been realized by pupils through the presentations by tbe teacher,
and the drill exercises v sve been canefully ar><d adequately designed
to habituate the application of t^ese Principles.
An idea of what much of the work on the sentence should he
centered, uoo-m may he conceived from v enumeration o^ t Vi e common
violations o'* these fundamental principles bv pupils.
.«
. ,
.
.
.
.
r
>
.
.
Unity
a) Too much in the sentence. The ’’and” habit.
b) Too little in the sentence.
c) Improper subordination of modifying elements.
d) Like elements not placed in the same construction.
C oheren ce
a) Words and phrases misplaced. The placing of words,
such as "only”, causes difficulty.
b) Dangling participial phrases.
c) Indefinite reference of pronouns.
d) Connecting words expressing wrong relationship between
clauses .
Emphasis
a) Improper placing of emphatic ideas.
b) The fault of wordiness.
c) Unnecessary and undesirable repetition.
Compositions of Grade IX should be brief, having for their
keynote simplicity. It might be well to assign subjects for
compositions th ’t ape suitable to the limitation of one paragraph
The number of compositions to be written might be determined by
having at least one written eacv week. However, duality and
not quantity should be t^e goal of achievement in this regard.
Suitable subjects for pupils of this grade might be secured
from tbe following sources:
1. Personal experiences of pupils
2. Retelling stories read and heard by pupils
3. Retelling news items from newspapers
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4. Ekola ining the ^ow and why of familiar thirds
Having devoted a year to the problem of sentence structure,
pupils in Grade X should, he ready for irtersified treatment of
the paragraph. Sharps quotes Miss McGregor as saying ir her
book ’’Supervised Study ir English.” , "lessors nr t^e structure of
the paragraph are or the whole futile". Unquestionably teachers
of English will agree with Miss McGregor, hut there seems to he
ro other way to instruct pupils to write good paragraphs. Little
time should he spent upon the methods of paragraph development,
commonly designated by such names as paragraph of details,
paragraph of comparison, etc, because persons do rot generally
write paragraphs that are classified purely according to these
designations. Paragraphs, os a rule, upon analysis reveal that
they are combinations o-a these various methods of development.
Consideration of the paragraph reveals that the paragraph
consists generally of two elements, the topic sentence and the
exposition, with sometimes the addition of a third element, the
summary. Some degree of success car he attained with the teaching
of t^e paragraph if pupils car he taught to writ real topic
sentences and by means of analytical outlines adapt the exposition
suitably to the topic sentence. Some say +->et this is much
easier said than done. Such comment is very true, hut certainly
a year of composition work concentrated or the solving of this
problem should result in an appreciable measure of success.
>,:-Sharp
,
Pus sell A, "Teaching English in
Mifflin Co., Boston, Mass. 1CP4
High Schools"
p . 88
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I» the teaching of the para graph it is necessary that the
pupils have ever1 kept before them the fund amental principles of
unity, coherence
,
and emphasis. Sore of the common violations
of these principles, the correction of which should, merit much
attention are:
1. Too much in the paragraph. The "and” habit is
encountered here also.
2. Making a paragranh of every sentence.
3. Inclusion of irrelevant material.
4. Improper arrangement of sentences.
5. Undesirable repetition.
6. Misplacing or emphatic ideas.
7. Poor transition between sentences.
8. Omission of pertinent material.
The overcoming of these common difficulties will be
accomplished somewhat hy exercises w^ich require the collecting,
classifying, and arranging of ideas, for such training is necessary
at all times for the writing of good, paragraphs. In t v e classifying
i
and arranging of ideas the use of paragraph outlines will justify
whatever time is spent upon perfecting them.
In order that pupils will have ample opportunity to use
paragraphs, the compositions written in Grade X should he greater
in lengtv- than those of Grade IX.
In. Grade X pupils should he thoroughly grounded in the four
forms of discourse, narration, expositions, description, and
argumentation. The fundamental principles of these forms should
be intensively studied and practical application of these
principles should be provided for by many written exercises.
’,
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Put) i 1 s need particularly to be trained in observation of* details
and the recording of sense impressions.
Subjects c^agen for compositions and assigned by teadhers
rust appeal to tbe interests of students. Students appear to
glow greatest interest in experiences and beliefs t opt a
personal. Subjects fo^ compositions suitable to + >-e pupils of
tv i s grade mam bp chosen from toe foil owing suggestions:
1. Peconr1 in,cp sense impressions.
P. Nan-nation of personal .particularly bps’ ness,
experiences .
3. Narration of personal experiences with
ohasis on the emotions. For t ' r —
”Fow I Felt When I Fell Through. The Ice".
4 . Fxp1 a in ing h ow things work .
5. Establishing the truth a proposition.
G. Using the imagination.
Since ’most of roe mechanics of composition work have been
provided for j.n Grades IX and X, the problem of composition
teaching in Grades XI and XII should he tr at oC content ratner
tmr form
.
Pupils should be ready to wnit.e comnosit ion s t^at
display genuine tn inking and exhibit ability in construction.
The work of grades XI and XII should he chiefly concerned
with the organization of material and t^e niceties of composition
writing that necessarily were postponed until a hep-nee of mas-
tery of fundamental prin doles had heen achieved. Freauert use
of the school and public libraries to secure information and
data for t !*eme material should be made necessary by the assign-
ment of suitable theme subjects. ,
1
-
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Likewise reading nf -the Lest rragazines
,
cultrual and vocational,
and newsp’p.ers should he assured by theme assignments
. In this
ma'rrer uunils will he given many exercises in collecting, class-
ifying, and organizing material. A set of themes will furnish
the teacher with one lesson, or more, obviously required
by ourils on these uoints.
Choice of t^eme subjects should he left largely to the
individual ouuils. The kind of subjects to write uoon car he
determined by t^e teacher, however, subjects relating to business
should he in the majority. In connection with the study of
literature themes suggested by t^e reading should he assigned by
the teacher, hut cane should he taker that overemphasis is rot
olaced on literature suhiects. The study of tv e features of the
short story should lead to the writing of such a composition by
tvupils. No ore should expect that sue 1" short, stories will he
anything more than amateurish attempts for the majority of pupils.
After studying types of essays, rupils should he required to
try their hands at the writing of essays.
The themes of Grade XI should average 40° words In length
with one required at least every fortnight. It might he well
to also require a longer there, from 600 to ROn words, at the
close of each semester. The fortnightly themes of the pupils of
Grade XII should average 500 words with the requiuerert of one
theme each semester of aporoximately 1500 words in length.
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LETTER SPITING
PERSONAL L^T^ERS
The course in Business Englis'*-' should recoprize tv e reed
of instructing ouoils in t>e writing of personal letters. Durinp
their four years in Mgh school pupils are freauently required
ir their life outside of school to write personal letters.
After graduation from bigV> school, even though t’ ey are era-aped
in business careers, they are goirg to be obliged in t^eir family
life and social life upon numerous occnsi^^s to -rite letters of a
personal n ature
.
Pupils in Grade IX are at an ape wbe» they can apurecirte
the necessity of learning t^e correct writing of personal letters,
for immediate and later use ir life. Placing the training in
the writing of personal letters ir tv is grade will he meeting the
Dupils als 'log the following years of
course in Business English for the writing of business letters
and reuorts.
As a foundation for the writing of good personal letters
several lessors should he devoted to the mastering of the form
of such letters. Pupils reed to learn the conventions in regard
to the function and arrangements of the various parts; namely,
heading, salutation, body, comolimertary closing, a*d signature.
These lessors of necessity will involve a consideration cf the
correct punctuation and capitalization of the heading, salutation,
a ltd corlimertary closing, and acceptable forms of salutation
a'*d complimentary closing in varying degrees of familiarity.
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rpvi p 0Uestinn of taste ns evidenced ir choice of stationery
foT, the writing of personal letter’s 'should he discussed
hy the
elass from all angles with the teacher carefully leading
them
to conclusions, adherence to which in their choice of stationery
will reflect good taste on their Dart. For purposes of
illustration the teacher can use a collection of stationery of
various grades and colors sunrlied hy himself nr ash the members
of the class, in advance of the lesson, to bring to class
sarnies
of stationery used hy themselves or members of f^eir
families.
Lnce personal letters are essentially the same in for* }
occasion of writing }the remainder of
the time spent
on the teaching of the writing of nersonal letters should h e
concerned with the contents of the letters. As the contents of
the letters are fir more important than the **nrr most of the
time should he spent on this nhase of the letters. In or^er to
c a rry nut effectively this nart of the course nupils must
h e
given many exercises in the writing of nersonal letters. The
letters written hy the pupils will furnish abundant material
for class criticism and. revision .
The exercises should he determined hy the occasions on which,
the uunils in their every-day life will he reouired to write
nersonal letters. A classification of letters according to type#
„ s „ result of the determination of the occasions necessitating
the writing of personal letters produces such a list as the
following
:
1. Letter of .friendshio
2 , Informal invitation and reply
•3 . Le1 1 e r ashing a favor
4. Letter expressing thnnhs
•I
*
,
,
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5. Letter of congratulation
6. Letter of sympathy
7. Lett' nf fp^inr an qpology
8. Letter of announcement
The teacher can find illustrations o f th e s e type s of
per* a op a 1 letters in t ext hooks, hut v e ca n se cure examp 1 es of
much WOT*e interest t o th o class h',r util I
z
inp- the pnhl ish ed
lefte^s of such pe - S ons as Poos eve It, Ste ven s or. ar ri Li n coin .
The exercises in pens op a 1 1 e 1
1
en s sh oi.i 1 d Cop s i st o f r>Toh lems
th a t are cor "tr on to fh e experiences of the PUPils
.
Th e si tuat ions
related in the exercises should he such os those on which pupil s
either do write or should, write pe^sonnl 3 otters io sccerdsrce
with the requirements of polite society. Also tv ese exercises
should he definite. A teacher* car not expect vevy ruich from
pupils if h e simply say$
;
,fWrite a letter of friendship". All
the exercises in the writing of personal letters should he made
03 realistic as possible.
The following examples of assignments in the writing of
personal letters a^e intended to illustrate the aforementioned
principles :
Letter of friendship: John A. Smith. (or Alice A. Smith) who
formerly lived rext door to you and was a very intimate friend
has removed to 4P Elmwood Ave
. ,
Hartford, Connecticut. Wnite
to him (or her) a letter in which you inform hi r„ (or her) of
recent happenings at school and ir the neighborhood
.
Informal invitation: You are going to spend the comirr week-erd
at your summer camp . You are to ledve at the close of school
on Friday and return Sunday evening. Invite one of your friends
.*
.
,
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to sne^'’ the week-end at v^ur camp.
Informal reply: You have heen invited to attend a birthday
party in honor of Holer Jones at tie home of Gladys Darling,
55 EleventVi Ave
. ,
Lowell, Mass. Roth girls ore very dear friends
of yours. Or Friday evening, the date of the party
,
you have to
attend an important rehearsal of the school play. Write a letter
in which you express your regret at your inability to he present.
Letter of sympathy: You have lust learned of the death of the
mother of Harold Brovr, one of your most intimate friends. Write
a letter in which you express your sympathy in his bereavement.
In addition to such exercises as these, the teacher can make
use of numerous happenings during the school year, such as the
confinement of some member of the class to the hospital, the
gaining of some honor by a member of the class, or the borrowing
of some article for a class program. These are incidents which
will furnish the class opportunities to write letters suitable to
the occasions.
BUSINESS LETTERS
The part played by letters in the transaction of business
is almost beyond comprehension. Every day marks the sending
and receiving of an almost infinite number of letters dealing
with matters of business. Modern business could not he carried
on without the medium of the business letter. Besides serving
an immediate purpose, these letters provide a record of
transactions that involve millions of dollars. Important oral
business deals are usuall;/ confirmed by letters. In brief, modern
business and business letters are so closely interwoven that they
can not be separated without destroying the fabric.
.•
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Since letters are 30 intir ’-tel and so inport- -tly comect-
ed with the conduct of business the reed of providing instruction
in the writing of business letters is very obvious. And. as the
writing of good letters is dependent upon a knowledge and. ar
understanding of the pri doles of rhetoric, grammar, and
punctuation, it is evident that the place for the dving of this
instruction is in the course in Business English. Pupils train-
ing for careers in the business world reed to learn tbe principles
underlying the writing of effective business letters and to
master them through much practice in the actual writing o** business
letters. Another reason for t’-ds instruction is that, wv ether
or not they enter business, they are going to be called upon to
write business letters in their later life just as' everyone in
every walk of life is obliged to at some time or other.
Instruction in the writing of busiress letters might be
started in Grade X, but should not cor sist of much more than
acquainting pupils with the form of business letters. The bulk of
the instruction and practice in the writing of business letters might
well be left, however, to grades XI and XII where the pupils re
more mature, for as Mr. Bethke of Laselle Extension University,
Chicago says:* ’’When we come to writing business letters, there
are many other problems involved besides expression. There is a
question of bow these things are actually being done in business,
of business methods, ideals, ethics, and so or. It also involves
the elements of judgment s:r> l breadth
* Commercial Education Leaflet No. 5, Jure, 1925 Dept, of the
Interior, Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C. p. 17
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of perspective in these things”.
All business letters have four characteristics tv ~ t fire
common and essential. They ar>e t v'e following:
1. Correctness
8. Concreteness
3. Completeness
4. Courteousness
On account of their imuor^ mce it is mecess^y t^at tmoils raster
t^e complete significance of these characteristics a d al'l the
factors that contribute to their oresence in go^d business letters
Correctness in a business letter means that the letter is
correct as to form and content. Correctness in form necessitates
the teaching of the parts of the business letter; namely, head-
ing, inside address, salutation , body, complimentary closir g,
signature, and the net so common pnrts, letter subject and
particular address . The arraragment of these parts in the letter
can be illustrated bj th.e use of models in text books and letter
in the teacher’s collection of actual business letters. Correct-
ness in the insfU, Idress requires master - of the proper use of
titles with names of persons. The common titles are Miss, Mr.,
Mrs., Messrs., and Mmes. Pupils must le- rr also the titles used
with names of clergymen, professional oersons, statesmen, ' public
officials, and business executives. Correctness in the salutation
and complimentary closing demands a knowledge of the proper use
of the forms permitted by business usage expressing different
degrees of formality. Correctness in the signature
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reouires mastery of the forms f or unmarried wot er , married '/omen
,
men
,
and Individuals sig' irg for business firms. And so with all
the oarts of business letters the cb-Tva cteristic of correctness
is so exacting that success cs* be achieved only by intensive
stud;v and extensive practice or the part of pupils. Correctness
in a business letter is also exacting in regards to the grammar,
rhetoric, punctuations, and spelling of the letter.
Concreteness demands that good business letters be specific.
The business letter is no place for the expression of flowery,
verbose, o” redundant language. Time is so valuable ir business
that economy of words must be practiced to conserve f’° e time of
the wirter and the reader. The opei i - sentence of a letter should
come right, to the point, the reason for the writing of the letter.
Some mechanical helps for securing concreteness are giver by
Rabenroth
1. Reduce predic at ion . Avoid unnecessary verbs.
P.
.
Adjectives and adverbs often weaken the words
they are meant to strengthen.
3. Condense a phrase or a clause into a forceful
predicate
.
4. Avoid unnecessary repetition of ideas.
5. Avoid logically superfluous verbs.
6. Do not bury your thoughts in a mass of useless
words .
7. Do not weaken your statement by using many words
when one word conveys the idea clearly and forcefully.
8. Condense a phrase or a clause into a word.
-*Baberroth, A. Charles ’’Modern Business English ” Frert ice-hall
Inc., New York 1930 pjb. 55-36
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cfte v weaken the sentence, especially
when the future tense is not intended.
10. y/h i ch amd tha
t
are rot always necessary for
clearness and accuracy. Omit them when the
connection is clear without them.
Puuils must learn that business letters must have completeness
A business reply to a letter asking information is a waste of time
and. money if it is rot complete, for it means that a second and
possibly a third letter must he written i*^ order to accomplish what
one letter could have dope. Wv :'le it is true, perhaps, that most
business letters are shrvnt
,
it does v'of follow that all business
letters must he of very little length. It is said that when a
person once asked Abraham Lincoln what the length of a person’s
legs should he, h e replied that they should be just long enough
to reach the ground. The same idea car be used in answer to the
question of how long a letter should he. Whatever its length a
business letter should he complete.
Courteousness should he the keynote of every business letter.
Puuils must understand that the letter which is sarcastic, rude,
curt, or reeking with anger creates only an unfavorable impression
of the writer. On the other hand the courteous business letter
is an ambassador of good-will. The recipient, considering every
business letter a reflection, of the personality of the writer,
forms a favorable impression of the writer, at least. Pupils
should he made to realize the tremendous importance <">f
in business letters
courtesy
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in terms of dollars and cents, tangible results in the form of
greater sales, better collection-, and more advantageous adjustments
should oe cogently put oefore them with the hope tnat tney will
adopt as a business slogan, "It pays to oe courteous.
"
These essential characteristics of good business letters can
not oe taught in isolated lessons. ihey will oe found to be most
intimately involved in every lesson and exercise in business letter
writing. A letter ordering gooas will be voted poor by the class
because it is incomplete in regard to necessary details. 1
courteous letter will be decided upon as the only hope of regain-
ing a customer's trade. Another letter will be adjudged a good
letter because it possesses tne-e four characteristics. ihe need
of revision in a letter of complaint will be pointed, out oy the
teacher who will show that while the letter is correct, complete,
and courteous, the superfluous words of the letter roo it of
concreteness. And so problems involving the essential character-
istics will oe constant L y cropping up throughout the course in the
writing of business letters.
ihe occasions in business which require the writing of letters
are many ana varied. ±he letters demanded by these occasions should
be the subject of sluuy in ihe course in business English. The
following list included most oi those required in the ordinary'
business:
*1. ijxnowledg'ment
-.
.
t
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*2. Ad j ustraent --claim
*3
. Answering inquir ies--gi ving or
refusing informa ion.
4. apology
*5. Applicat ion
*6
. Collection
7. Confirmation of telegram or tel-
ephone message.
*8
. Cred it
9. form letter --circular
•o
i
—1 inquiry
*11. Ordering merchandise
*12. Recommendation and introduction
*13. remittance
*14. dales letter
lb
.
deeding a favor
*16. xelegr am
•
/>.H •bay ana night letter
iVhile all these types of letters should oe studied and the
class given pi ac lice in the writing of thorn, those indicated hy
the asterisk are of prime importance and should constitute the min
imum essentials of a course in business letters. Mastery of their
special characteristics should he one of tae aims in this part of
the course in business English.
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Mastery of tne letter form ana special characteristics of the
prescribed types of business letters rs not sufficient to justify
the Stu ay of business letters. Letters written by pupils should
show serious thought. Ms a means to the attainment of these aims
pupils should be given plenty of practice in writing all kinds of
business letters. In order that these exercises be of some value
they ^"should deal with real problems as they present themselves in
business life”. The best possible way to do this is for the teacher
to base exercises on a collection of easiness letters gathered to-
gether by himself with the aid of business associates and pupils,
in such exercises the teacher is able to give all the facts, cir-
cumstances, and conditions that enter into eacn problem.
Another source of exercises is to oe found in modern -business
English textoooxB. Care should be taxen that exercises selected are
definite ana purposeful, ouch a problem as the following, taxen
from a lextooox,* is a good example: Frank H. Stafford, hardware
dealer, of flint, Mich.
,
owes -.ne Detroit Hardware do., uetroit,
Mich., $647.00 for sheet metal bought on April 11, on 30 cays'
ereait. A fire totally ties royed his store and contents on iay 5.
vVSyllabus in Commercial Subjects " Chap it -business English
University of the State of hew York Tress, --loany iJ. Y. 1926
p . 131
*2. "The business Man's English" by Bartholomew and Hurlbut. The
Macmillan Company, hew Yorx, 1930 p. 190
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Arite such a letter as Stafford might send to ihe Detroit Hardware
Co., asking lor an extension of time.
ihe alert and ingenious teacher ol Business English will also
take advantage ol class and school functions to furnish the material
lor exercises in the writing of business letters. For example, a
class in business English can write sales letters to sell the
annual school play to the other students of the school, their parents,
and friends. Mimeographed copies of the best written saies letters
can oe distributed to pupils as they enter the scxhooL o ilding a
week or two oelore the presentation ol the play.
.. : . . i , e ii , .
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ORiL COMPOSITION
In the last twenty years oral composition has come to be
recognized as a very necessary part of the nngLish course in
high schools. At present there are some who assert that more school
time should be given to oral composition than to written composition.
I'hat question is difficult to answer. -they should not De blind to
the fact, however, that written composition is better adopted than
oral composition to the development of certain qualities. On the
other hand oral composition is more ideally suited than written
composition to tne development of some abilities.
tfihen one considers tne part played by oral communi catron in
business, the necessity of training prospective clerks, salespersons,
and stenographers in the ‘ar^ of speaxing nnglish well is obvious,
executives xn stores, offices, and factories are constantly holding
conferences, giving talKS to employees, and issuing instructions.
Unquestionably the ability to deliver a clear and forceful sales
tala; is the salesman’s most valuable asset. Modern business is
making an ever increasing use of the telephone in the transaction
of business formerly negotiated by writing or personal calls.
Subordinate employees in business organizations are daily required
to answer questions put to them by superiors, xhese are but some
of the situations in every day business that oral Jingli sh is
vitally concerned with. Consequently, toe needs of business and of
pupils contemplating entrance to tne business world demand that the
course in business nnglisn in high schools provide a course in oral
„*
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composition that is carefully planned and capably carried out.
In general the objective of the course in oral composition is
the training of pupils to speak well, dome of the most important
specific aims of oral composition in the coarse in Business nnglish
are the following:
1. To make correct expression habitual.
£. To develop in pupils the ability to express correctly
and clearly their own iaeas before an audience of class-
mates .
3. io collect and organize material for oral discourse,
4. To present effectively material already organized; in
doing this to develop the following abilities in pupils:
a) Ability to hold attention.
b) Ability to develop interest.
c) Ability to speax with sincerity.
d) Ability to speak with dignity
e) Ability to speak with confidence.
f) Ability to speak convincingly.
5. To train pupils in the following specific work:
a) To give a sales talk,
bj To maxe an oral report.
oi io answer questions intelligently and fully,
d; io give instructions
.
e) To carry on a conversation over the telephone.
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The first four specific aims should be Kept constantly in
the mind of the teacher in making assignments for oral composition
and the fulfillment, by pupils of these assignments.
The course in oral composition should be continuous through
the four years. Attainment of the objectives of inis course can
only be accomplished if pupils have frequent opportunities for oral
discourse, it i3 futile to expect that very much can be achieved
in oral composition Qy merely devoting a few periods for a few weeks
to this phase of English, ^t least one period a week througnout
the four years of nign school should be given exclusively to oral
English. This means that in classes of approximately twenty-five
pupils, every pupil will be required to speak before the class at
least once a month.
elocution or declamation, valuable as they are in themselves,
should not be made the chief consiaerat ion of the oral composition
period. An informal, but dignified, delivery is better suited
than that of the trained elocutionist to a majority of the talks
of the oral composition period, in fact, a pupil who endeavored
to be an elocutionist under the condition 5 would appear ridiculous.
Oral composition provides an excellent opportunity
lor the effective teaching of the rules of
grammar. Memoers of the class ar e quick to detect any grammatical
error on the part of the speaker and in most cases some pupil will
be reauy with the correct expression a.ud the rcie. as pupils Know
tnat many ears are on the alert lor errors, the speakers exercise
great care to avoid making grammatical mistakes.
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Xnowleuge of the structure of sentences and paragraphs is
required for oral composition. -upil criticism and correction
play- an important part here, as with grammar. ipeaiters are
required to carefully prepare their compositions in order that
they might not violate the fundamental principles of unity, co-
herence, and emphasis.
Pupils need to be taught the importance of dignified poise
while speaking before the class. lor the first few lessons the
teacher will need to direct a well planned offense against the
tendencies of pupils that militate against success in speaking,
such as depending upon a des^. for support, shift mg from one loot
to thO other, and continually engaging the hands with some object.
Indications of the n rvousness of the pupils, these failings which
are detracting gradually disappear in succeeding oral compositions
by these pupils.
Oral composition provides many opportunities to improve the
ennunciat Aon of pupils. Cuch common faults as the slurring of
"had to" and "would have" can be combated at this time. Pupils
have a tendency to slur syllables in such words as interest,
secretary, separate^ machinery
,
government, library, memory,
accurate, different, salary, and generally.
Considerable remedial work has to be done in the matter of
*
pronunciation. ~he teacher must be prepared to give the correct
pronunciation of such words as inquiry, patron, gratis, deaf,
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cleanly, chauffeur, finance, champion, amateur, route, coupon,
and bouquet which are commonly mispronounced by pupils.
Attention must be paid to tne voice in oral composition.
Most .offenses committed by pupils are against the proper volume
and pitch necessary to e'ood speech. Some pupils have to be in-
structed to speak louder while some, particularly ooys, need to
be toned down. Time must be devoted to pupils the tone of whose
*
voices is raucous, shrill, guttural, nasal, or thin.
The need of a vocabulary that is rich and adequate is evident
to pupils when they endeavor to express their thoughts in the
oral composition class. Class discussion following the delivery
of oral compositions can be directed by tne teacner to vocabulary
problems, such as a better choice of words in particular instances.
bince so much can oe gained, by all the members of the class
from the criticism ana discussion that follow tne giving of oral
compositions tne following plan suggested by Davis appears to be
very valuable: ”In connection with the more formal talks it is
well to have mfmeogr ophed sheets of a method of criticism like
that below. When a student is talking, a few of his classmates,
or at times the whole class, may note down remarks about his talk
to be given to him later.
1 Sub j e c t
Was the subject one of general interest or was it for
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a special group?
Was the aim to maKe clear, to impress, to induce action,
or to entertain?
Was the subject sufficiently restricted? Was it within
the speaker's powers?
Was the subject commonplace
,
unusual, trite, made success-
ful by novel illustration or applications?
II Preparation:
Was there evidence of a studied plan? Did the introduction
win immediate attention?
'Were all the details relevant to the main theme? (Unity)
Was the subject developed clearly and logically? (Coherence)
Was the chief thought made vivid and penetrating by a
striKing introduction, by ample statement, by particulars,
by comparison or contrast, or by a forceful summary?
(Emphasis
)
Were reflection, observation, critical judgement, as well
as book Knowledge, apparent?
ill .rresent&tion:
nid the speaker give an impression of confidence, of
reserve power? Did he look directly at the audience? At
the whole of it or only a part?
Was there sufficient response to the thought by head, body,
hands, and feet?
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to
L
Was the
.Was the
Was the
Was the
IV Dicti on:
speaker a 'galvanic human battery on
style conversational, oratorical, or
tali memorized in whole or in part:
speaker talking to himself or to nis
two legs'?
dramatic?
audience ?
Was the language pointed or dull? specific oi general?
Was it alive with suggestions?
Were the grammar, pronunciatxon, and ennunciation satisfactory
Were there any awkward expressions or needless repetitions
.
too many "ands", "uhs", "whys
,
or "wells"?
was the vocabulary meager, ample, or rich?
lid you note any exceptionally interesting words or unusual
applications of familiar ones?
V Voice
Was the tone thin? raucous? nas&l? shrill? high: low?
rasping? full? guttural? resonant? commanding? sympathetic?
Was the voice monotonous? lifeless?
«sas the inflection richly varied? the pitch sufficiently
cnanged?
Was the utterance deli Derate or rapid, or both?
Was pause sxillfully employed?
Were syllables clipped?
Were vowels sufficiently prolonged?
Was force gained by intensity of speech?
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by loudness? by contrasting soft tones? by discriminating
accentuation of words ana phrases?”*
Although business should furnish most of tne subjects
for oral assignments, exercises in oral composition many of
which are common to the other courses in English in the
high cchool should oe given to lend variety to the work and
to make catholic the training in oral expression. Such
exercises are tne following:
1. exposition on current events.
2. extemporaneous speaking on questions of
school and local interest.
3. narratives cased on personal experiences (many
of these will relate to business, such as "How
I Earned My First Hollar”)
4. Retelling of stories read.
5. descriptions of persons and places
6. biographical sketches. (Many of these will be
of men successful in the business world, such as
Henry Ford, ihomas Edison, etc.)
7. Vocational talks, such as "i’he Duties of a
.secretary" "Opportunities in Felling Life
Insurance” etc.
8. falks connected with literature read oy class.
iavis, noy "-Business English” Chap VI of' "Commercial educa-
tion in secondary Fchools” edited by Harry D. nitson,
Ginn and Co., -Boston--1929 pp. 1E0 - 1E1
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9. bpeeches of occasion, sucn as
a) Rresentat ion of a gift to the scnool .
b) A toast to the football team.
c) Memorial hay Address. ( Other holidays
may oe substituted).
10. Class prophecies, histories, or wills.
11. Original monologues.
12. Reading prose and poetry so as to interpret the
writer's spirit and thought.
Rxercises which are the counterpart of, or parallel to
business situat-ions in which correct oral English is of the
greatest importance should be most prominent in the course of
oral composition in business Jingli3h. these exercises which
must be definite and purposeful if much good is to oe accomplished,
should provide training of prospective business people in the'
following needs:
1. G-iving a sales talk.
2. Making an oral report.
3. Answering questions.
4. diving instr act ions.
5. Carrying a verbal message.
6. Carrying on a conversation over the tele-
phone
.
7. Holdina a conference.
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Oral salesmanship involves the consi ierat ion of the customer,
.Knowledge of the merchandise, accurate representation, economy
of speech, and the fundamental principles of selling; namely,
attracting attention, creating interest and desire, convincing
the prospect, and impelling action.
Investigation, research, and inquiries are very often nec-
essary in preparation for the making of an oral report. Pupils
need to be taught the essential characteristics of reports which
are accuracy, clearness, proportion, and completeness.
Class discussion will usually bring out the necessity of an-
swering questions intelligent iy and fully. The teacher and the
pupils undoubtedly have had personal experiences in which the
answering of questions has played an important part.
ihe need of conciseness, brevity, accuracy, and completeness
in the giving of instructions can oe approached in the same
manner as ihe *.roDlem of answering questions.
The art of conversing by means of the telephone very often
is given little thought by pupils of high school age. They need
to learn th~ t although invisible to another person they can create
a favorable or .unfavorable impression in the mind of that person.
The exercises in the use of the telephone should involve the
consideration of correct English, proper inflection of the voice,
economy of words, and attentiveness in listening. In connection
with the teaching of the carrying on of a conversation over the
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telephone, the teacher should evolve exercises which provide
training in the following telephone technique:
1. Answering tne telephone.
2. Operation of dial telephone*
3. Mailing local telephone calls.
4. Making a call through a Private branch Exchange.
5. Calling an executive through his private -secretary.
6. Making long distance calls.
7. lending a telegram by means of the telephone.
The following list of assignments in oral composition is
merely suggestive and illustrative of countless other assignments
that can be given that will provide training for pupils in
situations in which correct oral English is of the greatest value.
Or.An COMPOSITION AiiiONMMIo
.dales xalxs
1. Sell a cash register to a shopkeeper who has never
owned one.
2. Sell an electric iron to a housewife who has never
owned one.
3. Auction to the class some small article, a second-hand
fountain pen or knife.
4. Sell to the members of the class tickets to the annual
school play or any other school function.
Have two pupils try to sell to the class competitive
articles; for example, two makes of automobile tires.
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6ye
. dell to the class the booK. you have just finished
for outside reading.
7. Sell subscriptions for some magazine that pupils
enjoy reading.
6. dell to a farmer a tractor.
Report Making
1. Opportunities in your city for young men in clerical
work.
2. How fire insurance losses are adjusted
3. why Cambridge, Mass., has outgrown Lowell.
4. when and how to stop payment on a check.
5. Ljtplain fully how to out aid a money order.
6. automobiles that may be purchased for #1000 or less,
delivered
.
7. The per cent of replies to sales letters. ( MaKe in-
quiries at three local concerns that send out sales
letters
. )
6. How and when to tax.e an inventory.
9. Advantages and disadvantages of making remittance oy
personal checK, c rtified checK, postal money order,
express money oroer, cash, and stamps.
10. The telegraph rates from Lowell to Hew York City, dan
Francisco, Chicago, -Dost on, Hew Orleans, 3t. Louis,
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and Philadelphia.
11. The cost of railroad commutation tickets to nearby cities
Answering Questions:
1. Have members of class ask questions of pupils who
pretend to be
a) Local traffic officer.
b; Information clerk in high school office.
c ) Information clerk at Chamber of Commerce Office,
d) representative for a summer camp for coys or
girls.
e) Inforimti-on clerx in a local department store,
f) Information clerk in the school or Local
library*
2. Have memoers of class ass. questions of pupils when they
finish their oral reports, sales talKs and ooojL reviews.
3. nave members of class ask various pupils questions on
subject matter of course; for example, business letters.
Giving Instructions :
1. Have one pupil send another pupil to a store to purchase
some article.
2. How to pperate a camera.
3. Hew to secure an automobile operator's license
4. How to borrow a boots: from the local library
5. How to get to your home from the senool, railroad
station, etc.
How to ring a fire alarm
.:
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7. Ho / to operate an -utor ohile
.
8. how to secure a postal money order.
9. How to find a person’s credit rating.
10. How to obtain a loan from a bark.
Carrying or a Conversation over tbe Telephone:
1. Call several individuals, your customers, to inform them of
a special showing of spring- styles.
2. Call several firms to inquire tv e price of stove coal *^d
coke delivered, to your home.
3. Have a pupil call a firm in a distant city to order four ~rticlei
4. Have a pupil serve as information clerk of a newspaper and
have other pupils call for various information
.
,3. Have a pupil serve as order receiving clerk for a department
store and have other pupils order goods.
6. Have a pupil call a person employed, in the advertising
department of a concern that maintains a Private Branch
Exchange to notify him tdvat his wife is ill.
Debates should be helf frequently enough in the course in
Business English to be considered a regular part of the work
in oral composition. In all p-^ades of tbe Mg1' sebonl the
subjects of debate should he limited by tbe abilities, amount
of education, and interests of tbe pupils. While pupils in Grade
IX are debating such simple propositions as Resolved: That
automobiles should bear visible registration plates, the students
in Grade XII car be arguing more significant questions, as Resolved:
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rpKnt immigra t i on s^onll hn restricted hv the united Spates.
Dehit-es besides adding zest to t^e work of t>e English Class,
»
provide aw opportunity for pupils to test t^eir powers in
i vircirg others, preparation for debates necessit at es visits
to the library for wnoses of research . teaches nunils the value
of cooperation, and develops skill iri t^e organization of material
for speeches. Class debates allow moils the opportunities to
conduct a meeting, since a chairman is necessary, and motivate the
writing of reports by pupils rot engaged ir- a particular debate.
»
Of great importance too is the interest in school, business, local,
state, and national affairs that is fostered by debates. As a
result Duuils acquire information that every good citizen should
h ave .
As pupils need to become acquainted with an •‘rained in
parliamentary procedure, the Business English class should be
organized into clubs with regular meetings during class periods.
Two class periods a north can be giver over the club meetings, ore
period for The Magcazine Club srd t v e other period for The Book Club.
The organizing and functioning of the clubs make necessary the
drawing up of a constitution and by-laws, the election of officers,
committee work, conducting of meetings, and the making of reports
.
Magazine articles and books reported on and discussed in these
clubs should for the most cart relate to business subjects.
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Pupils should be required at all meetings to adhere strictly
to parliamentary procedure with all points of order feferred to
nober t ' s”hules of Order” or some similar manual.
sesiaes the dramatization of scenes from plays and the
literature read by the class the members of the class should be
given the opportunity once in a wnile to write original dialogue
for business situations and present these scenes before the cLass.
a simple plot and dialogue can be worked out by the class for such
a situation as the following:
Scene: An employment office
Time: The present
Characters
:
Mr. 1 . M. Important, . anager
Mr. John Smith, an applicant for a position as
clerk
Miss Fanny Flapper, a gum chewing stenographer,
in need of a position
Master Willie drown, looking for his first job
as an office boy.
i . ’ I. .
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LITER ATURE
The purpose of literature in the course in business English
is twofold, cultural and 'vocational. fhe necessity of a twofold
purpose is eviuenl from the fact thdt the students in tne com.»-~
wercial curriculum are training to oe individuals, citizens, and
workers. What the course in literature can uo as its snare, a
major one, in this training of pupils may, perhaps, oe oest arriveo
at by ascertaining the needs of pupils enrolled in tne course in
business English.
As individuals these pupils are going to read something,
perhaps, only tne newspapers, or Aorse, many oi tne modern
novels whicn are unwortny of tne name of literature. Iney need
then to cultivate a taste for the reading of good literature. ihat
this may oe possible they need to learn to appreciate and under-
stand those writings that have literary value. j.he development
oi taste, appreciation, and understanding of good literature is
of paramount importance, especially in these times of abbreviated
working days which permit many leisure hours. As individuals,
citizens, and future workers, these students need to interpret
ana see life. i.hey need to have life with all its complexities
unfolded before them so that tney can be lifted out of the narrow
sphere in which they dwell and live vicariously the experiences
of others. Pupils need to cultivate hish ideals of life and
conduct. While this has been true of students and people in all
ages, it is undoubtedly of more vital importance with this
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generation or account, of the apparent disregard of civil laws
in business and society. As future workers ' tl orl< of
business they need to learn all they can about the field in
which they are going to labor. They reed to become acquainted
with the leading figures of business, the various trends of
business, the mass of business liter ture, ^r.d the progress of
thought in the business world. As individuals they need to
understand the leading features ir structure and style of the mo in
literary types ir order to have the opportunity of learning what
particular type appeal^to
appreciate and understand the various types when they know the
principles and characteristics of each type. As individuals,
citizens, and future workers do t ey re d to develop skill in
reading for a variety of purposes . They need to learn when and
how to read in order to get only the most import aw t points of a
subject or to assimilate every detail. As future workers do they
particul irly need to become acquainted /ith the numerous sources
of reference constantly used ir every-day business. So that they
can intelligently enter into conversation centering about authors
and their works, these pupils, and individuals, nerd to learn
something about the lives of a few of the greatest authors, their
works and the reason for their importance in their own times and
ir the times of the pupils.
Briefly summarized, the needs of pupils in the commercial
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curriculum which agree with the aims of literature in high
schools as set forth in the early part of tni paper, may oe statea
as iollows :
1. 1 o learn to appreciate and evaluate good literature
£. To interpret and see life
3. io cultivate high ideal of life and conduct.
4. io become acquainted with tne growing oody of
business literature and tne progress of thought
in the busu£e33 world.
5. io understand the leading ieatures in structure
and style of the main literary types.
6. f o develop saill in reading; cursory, careful,
consultation.
7. To learn something about the lives of a few of the
greatest authors, their wor&s, and their importance.
In order to meet these needs of commercial students the
literature chosen for the course in business English must be of
four varieties.
1. Classical literature
£. tiodern and contemporary literature
3. Periodicals
4. Sources of information.
Classical literature is included in tne course on account of
its cultural value cjiefly. Pupils are thus given an opportunity
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to develop a taste for good literatuEe by reading literary master-
pieces, that have survived the ravages of time. ihe appreciation
and understanding of the writings ol Bha&espearf, Scott, Jilton,
Wordsworth, and their lixe will enable these students to establish
standards by means of which they can now and later properly
evaluate the writings of others. fhat they mi ?ht interpret and
see life the classics afford an excellent opportunity, for such
writers as ohakespear e certainly compassed the major problems
of life. Ihe noble characters of classical literature furnish
innumerable models ^fter which tne pupils mi.-ht pattern their
own ideais ol life and conduct. For obtaining an understanding of
the leading features of structure ana style of the chief literary
types, these pupils could find no oetter exampl s than the products
of the masters of these very types. Furthermore the study of
classical literature will give the pupils knowledge which is the
common possession of cultured persons tne world ov r, so that they
will feel as much at home in a discussion of literature as carried
on by a group of average educated persons as they will in a businss
office
.
i’he modern and contemporary literature studied in the course
in Business nnglish will oe of cultural and vocational value to
the pupils, ihe cultural aspects of this body of literature will
continue along the same lines emphasized in the study of classical
i.hat is, well c&o-sen selections of modern andliterature
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contemporary literature will furnish excellent examples of
structure and. style, delineations of noble characters, and
interpretations and valuations of life secondary only to the
classics. However, the modern and contemporary literature
represents life of the very recent and present tine. Hence the
social-economic content of this literature will greatly enlarge
and enrich the experience of the pupils. The reading of
biographies of men and women successful in various lines of
endeavor in modern times, particularly those who achieved success
in the business world, will he both of inspirational and information'
al value to pupils.
The pupils in the commercial section can he kept in constant
touch with business, social, civic problems by the reading of
the best periodicals. Business methods and the progress of tv ought
i» the business world can he known to t^em bv reading periodicals
that are devoted to business. Close contact can he established
with special li v-es of business by having pupils read bouse organs.
Pupils can be made familiar with the most common sources of
information utilized in business by including these sources of
information for study in the course in Business English.
The best method to follow, perhaps, in a^ lusting the course
of study to both the cultural and vocational aspects of the
literature of the course in Business English is that suggested
by tv e committee on Bush ess English working on the reorganization o:
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English in secondary schools. Recognizing the cultural and
vocational needs of pupils in the commercial curriculum tnis
committee says: "Perhaps the best compromise i3 to devote
most of tne class study of literature to the standard worhs,
ana to select the home-reaamg list largely from the vocational
literature”. Phis means that the class study will center about
the intensive study of five or six booxs each year, which will
be studied chiefly for their cultural value. In the field of
classical literature there should be studied the novel, drama,
the chief forms of poetry, speeches, and the essay, f he selections
chosen from modern and contemporary literature should include the
novel, drama, short story, American and critish poetry, speeches,
and the essay, rhe selections, classical, modern, and contemporary
Siould be studied with appreciation ana the development of character
as the chief aims. xhe pupils should concentrate on the beauties
of style and structure, characterization, and the thought of the
writer, ana attempt to parallel the characters and situations in
modern commercial life, i’he interest of the pupils should not be
hilled by excesSi.ve outlining, intensive study of metrical and
stanzaic forms, and the explanation of allusions other than those
necessary to understand and appreciate the thought and expression
of tne author.
* TIRe organization of English in Secondary Schools", Chap. AX, Report
of the Committee on business English, bulletin, 1917, .No. 2
department of the interior, Bureau of education, Washington, D. 0.
p. 96

A course in literature for class study by pupils enrolled in
the course in business English, that includes the main literary
types in classical, modern, and contemporary literature would oe
j
similar to the following:
Grade I
a
K ovel
’’treasure Island"--Ate venson, ft. L.
"The Last of the Mohicans " --Cooper
,
James 2*.
biography
"Autobiography of benjamin Franklin"
"The Maying of an American"—aiis, Jacoo
"At Achool in the Promised Land -Ant en, Mary
"Up from Alavery"--i/Va3hixigion, booKer T.
Poe try
"Tales of a Waysiae Inr "--Longfellow
ballads and Narrative Poems—Whittier, John G.
"The Vision of Air Launfal"—Lowell, James
Graae A
Novel
"Quentin Lurward" --Scott
,
Air Walter
"A Tale of Two Cit ies"--LicAin3
,
Charles
Poetry
"The Ancient Mariner"—Coleridge, Aamuel T.
"The Leserted Village ’’--Goldsmith, Oliver
Lrama
"The Merchant of venice"--AhaAespeare
,
William
"Julius Caesar "--Aha&espeare
,
William
.i
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Grade aI
Hovel
"Richard Carvel"--Churchill, Winston
"Silas Marner "--Aliot
,
George
Poetry
"Golaen Treasury"—Palgroye
Lrama
"Modern Plays"; One aot) Atlantic Classics
Short Story
"Short Stories’ --Moulton, Leonard id. (Houghton MififflinCo . )
Short stories--Poe
,
iidgar A.
Speeches
"Farewell Address" --Washington, ^eorge
"Gettysburg Address"--Lincoln, Abraham
"hunker Hill Address "--We bster
,
Daniel
Graae aII
Novel
"The Turmoil"--Tarkington, Sooth
"The Car olinian"--Sabatini|
,
nafael
Poetry
"Modern American and British Poetry"—Untermeyer, Samuel
roems (Selected) Milton
Poems ( Selected ) Wordworth
Lrama
"Macbeth "--Shakespeare
,
William
"As you Like It Shakespeare, William
Assay
issays--Bacon, Francis
"Sir Roder Le Goverley Papers"—Addison And Steele
"Modern Assays”—Morley, Christopher D.
The reading of pupils in the course in Business inglish should
be directed outside of class along cultural and vocational lines
with the vocational phase of the reading oeing of primary importance.
In order to achieve this ena pupils should oe required to read at
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least one of each of the following four clashes of literature in
each year:
1. Biographies ana autobiographies
E. Books with business themes
3. Books essentially vocational
4. Classic and modern fiction
The following lists of titles are grouped according to the
above classifications, they are intended merely to illustrate,
for in actual practice titles would have to be grouped according
to grades, with tne four classes for each grace, so tnat pupils
would have different reading lists for eacn grade.
biographies ana Autobiographies
Author s
Addams
,
Jane
Barton, William
bOK, A. W.
braaiord, Gamaliel
Bryan, George S.
Carnegie, Andrew
Casson, H. M.
Ford, Henry & Crowther , Samuel
uarland, Hamlin
Gompers, Samuel
keller, Helen
Overton, Jacqueline M.
Parton, James
Pup in, Michael I.
Seitz, bon Carlos
Thomas, bowell
Title
Twenty Years at Hull House
Life of Clara barton
Amer i canizat ion of ndward Bok
Lee the American
Adi son, The Man and His AorK
Autobiography of Andrew Carnegie
Cyrus Hall McCormicjc
My Life and A or
A
Bon of the Middle Border
Seventy Years of Life and Labor
Story of My Life
Life of Hobert L. Stevenson
Captains of Industry
From Immigrant to Inventor
Joseph Pulitzer
Count Von LucKner
Books With Business Themes
Author Title
Burnham, A. C. Building Your Own business
'.
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author i i 1 1 e
Galkina, Earnest E.
iorbes, .<illiam C.
bowler, 5. C.
i'reder i uxw
,
1. G.
Grimshaw, Robert
Me i r
,
R . M
.
Lane
Lee, James M.
Meeker, J. E.
Kesbit, /(Hour L.
Rystrom, P. fl.
Pl>rinton, L. E.
B C 0 t> t
,
( •
Business The Civilizer
Romance of business
Practical Salesmanship
Great Game of Business
Personal Efficiency
Manufacturing Industries in America
Industries of To-aay
History of American Journalism
Work of the Btock Exchange
First Principles of Advertising
Be tail Belling and Store Management
Personal Efficiency in business
How to Finance a business
nooks Essentially vocational
Allen, Frederick J.
Alien, F. J.
Bernays, Edvard L,
jZody, Sherwin
Gowin, E. B. Wheatley,
W. A., and brewer, J. M.
Hale E. E.
Hoerle, Helen C.
Salzberg, Florence B. G
Jackson, William M.
Jhhnson, ndith
kilfuff, ndward J.
Lord, Gnester S.
Parsons, Prank
Ralph, Julian
Taint or, B. A.
Advertising as a Vocation
Business Employments
Outline of Careers
How to Be a Private Becretary
Occupations
What Career?
nd Girl and the Job
What Men Lo
To Women of the Business World
How to Cnoose ana Git a Better Job
Young man and Journalism
Choosing a Vocation
Making of a Journalist
Trainin'? for Secretarial Practice
Classic And Modern Fiction
Austin, Jane
Barrie, Sir James M.
Blackmore, Richard D.
Bulwer-Lytton, E G.
Churchill, Winston
Conrad, Joseph
Dickens, Charles
Feroer, Edna
Gaskell, Elizabeth G.
Howells, Villiam 1.
Hugo, Victor
kipling, raid yard
Lewis, Sinclair
Me Cute he on, G. B.
Poole, krnest
Priae ana Prejudice
Sentimental Tommy
Lorna Loone
The Last Lay3 of Pompeii
The Crisis
Lord Jim
David Copperfield
Cimarron
Cranford
Rise of Sii$& Lapham
Les ivliserables
xwiawr
Babbitt
Brewster's Millions
The Harbor
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Tarkirgt or
,
Booth
Thackeray, Will' '-m M.
Updegraff, R. R.
t
,
e*
Seventeen
Henry Esmond
Obvious Adkins
The Virginian
Articles to he reported upon by pupils and discussed by the
class at meetings of the Magazine Club can he selected from the
following suggested periodicals:
Periodicals of a General Nature
American Magazine
Atlantic Monthly
Harper ' s
Literary Digest
Review of Reviews
Saturday Evening Post
Time
World’s ' !ork
Pusiness Periodicals
Balance Sheet --Southwe stern Publishing Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Business .Divest --Fremont Ryder. New York City
Management and Administration --Ronald Press Co., New York City
Nation's Business--Ch.amher of Comrerce of TJ. s. of America,
Washington, D. C.
Printer's Ink- -Printer ' s Ink Publishing Company/-, New York City
Her-- D? r A. W. Sbaw Company,. Chicago, Illinois.
House Organs
Business- -Purnoug^s Adding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Grinell Topics--Grir.ell Co., Providence, Rhode Island.
Fore Office News-- Prude r t i a 1 Life Insurance Co.,
The Lamp--Stsr dard Oil Co., New York City
The Morse Dial--Morse Dry Dock Co., New York City
Western Electric News--We stern Electric Co.
.
New York City
Assignments should frequently be given that require the
pupils to use such sources of information as the following:
Abstract of the United States Census
Current Business C ^clooedia
Industrial Arts Index
New York Times Index
Public Libnary
Header's Guide to Periodical Literature
School Library
Statistical Abstract of the United
V/h o ' s Yh o
World Almanac
St a to
s
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CONCLUSION
’Education in a democracy, Loth within and without the
school should develop iw each individual the knowledge, interests
ideals, habits, and powers whereby he will find Ms niece and use
that olace to share both Mmsel^ &r^ society toward ever nobler
ends”
The conclusion of this thesis will briefly summarize the
contribution of Business English in achieving the main objectives
of education, the goal of which is stated above. These main
objectives of education are those proposed by the Commissio* on
the Reorganization of Secondary Education: (1) Health, (?)
Ecu 1 -f r bal *oces s
,
(3) Worthy home membership,
(4) Vocation, (5) Citizenship, (6) 'Toothy use of leisure, (7)
Ethical character.#
The contribution of Business English in the neb ievemer-t of
health is really insignificant . Some help may be obtained in
the English class, v owever
,
from a discussion of health problems
nrovoked by the reading of the students.
The comand of fundamental processes insofar as language is
concerned is amply provided for in the course in Business English
Pupils are given an excellent opportunity to become proficient in
Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education”, Bulletin, lblB
No. 35, Dept, of th< Interior, Washington, D. C. p. 3
#Ibid p. 5
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reading, silent and oral, through cl-ss steely and outside reading.
Adequate provision is made in the course for training and drill in
oral composition so that students can speax English that is correct,
clear, and forceful. Ahat has been said of oral composition is
true of written composition. In this connection it might be well
to call attention to the importance attached to spelling, punctuation,
wore study, grammar and rhetoric in the course in business English.
Many opportunities present themselves in the teaching of lit-
erature in the course in Business mnglish for making pujbils wortny
members of their homes. Lessons of great morai value can oe
drawn from classic and modern literature that develop the proper
attitude of boys ana girls to the nome, the foundation of society.
%
lor example, a striding contrast can oe made between Batty Swain
and lorn owain, two cnaracters in Churchill's "nichard Carvel'* to
encourage worthy home membership. .«hile tne economic side of
worthy home membership can oe brought out by class discussion and
reading, pupils are being trained to earn tneir share of the support
of the home, an important factor in the attainment of wortny home
membership by a majority of our young people.
ihe achievement of the objective, vocation, is evident in the
entire course in Business English. Material is excluded or
excluded and methods are adopted with this objective uppermost in
mind. In addition to the literature cnosen for its cultural value,
other selections have been made that are intended to lay bare the
field of business, that every pupil might discover some particular
1,
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.
,
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career in business suited to his interests and abilities. i'he
course in oral composition has been designed to provide the
necessary training ior speaking in the business world, ihe inclu-
sion of business letters, report writing, and advertising is intended
to be of practical value to pupils preparing for business careers,
much of the literature chosen for the course in business English
is certain to provide a wealth of business information invaluable
to embryonic clerxs, typists, secretaries, and saLes persons.
Civic education has not been neglected in the course in Business
English. Class projects, committee work, and debates are provided
in order that pupils will learn the value of cooperation, rebating
and the reading of periodicals provide for the consideration by the
class of such topics as.regard for the rights of others, the
exercise of the right of suffrage, and other duties and obligations
of citizens. An interest in municipal, state, national, and inter-
national affairs is fostered by intelligent discussion wnich is
the result of reading and research. Pupils in tne Business English
class are able to picture the ideal citizen through a course in
reading wnich offers the biographies of many men and women who were
and are true American Citizens.
One of the major objectives in the course in Business mnglish
i3 the cultivation of a taste for good reading through appreciation
of classic and modern literature. Success m the achievement of
this aim will result in the worthy use of leisure by pupils, pfte course
„ o
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in literature is also intended to wature ana interest in the read-
ing of periodicals of a general nature and a business nature.
Pupils thus engaged during school life ana later years will oe
spending their time profitably, for tney will tnus oe equipping
themselves for tne battles of life ;nd business, heading of this
type will naturally rouse a desire in many pupils to attend lectures,
cultural and vocational, and to take jourses intended for prof ss-
ional improvement. ihe study of model letters of the friendly type
ana training m this phase of written composition is aimed also
to provide for the worthy use of leisure.
There are so many opportunities for tne development of
ethical character provided for by the course in Business nnglish that
the exposition of a few will show the possibilities of tne whole
course. Pupils are taught that honesty is the best and only policy
in business and in life. In pr paring sales talks they are instruct-
ed to be always nonest in tne representation of merchandise. This
is true likewise in the writing of sales letters. The study of
claim letters also provides an opportunity lor emphasizing the
virtue oi nonesty. Pupils are made to realize tnat letters of
recommendation and application must be always truthful. The course
in literature has been designed to provide for the development of
the ethical character of the pupils. A study of the characters in
the selections can not fail to result in lessons of great mor^l
value. The serious consideration of these lessons should appreci-
ably bring about hign iaeals of life and conduct on the part of
students in the course in Business Bnglish.
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